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The marketplace for books has changed radically since Melville House’s 
admittedly humble beginnings (a.k.a. our kitchen table) in 2001. Nowadays 
it’s controlled by some of the biggest companies in the history of, well, 
companies. And this has made for a homogenization of the “product.”

And yet amid the playing field of international mega-conglomerates, 
Melville House—still a small, mission-driven independent where we insist 
on calling the product “books”—is thriving. 

We like to think that’s because—as this catalog displays—there’s nothing 
homogeneous about our list. In fact, it includes the kind of books the giant 
houses tend not to do anymore, such as the book we launched the year with: 
The Senate Intelligence Committee Report on Torture.

But this year’s catalog also includes the highlights from our well-known 
classics line, The Art of the Novella; from our reprint line, The Neversink 
Library; and from our newest, explosively successful line, The Last Interview, 
which collects interviews from throughout the careers of some of the culture’s 
edgiest writers and thinkers. 

This catalog also features some dazzling debuts; quirky history books; 
translated fiction and nonfiction; a few offbeat memoirs; great books on 
current events and politics; and perhaps the strongest list of literary fiction in 
the business—much of it, please note, by authors you’ll recognize as renegades 
from the homogeneous houses. 

We believe this list will speak to the literary renegade in you, too . . . but 
we’ll let the books speak for themselves. 

Happy reading, 

Valerie Merians and Dennis Johnson

Dear Friends,
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ON SALE: 
OCTOBER 28, 2014 

978-1-61219-419-6 
$22.00 U.S./CAN.

BUSINESS

PAPERBACK

560 PAGES, 5 5⁄8” X 8 3⁄8”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-420-2 

WORLD

DEBT: UPDATED AND EXPANDED
THE FIRST 5,000 YEARS

DAVID GRAEBER

An updated and expanded edition of the blockbuster international bestseller, 
which has sold over 100,000 copies and been published in 24 foreign editions

Here, anthropologist David Graeber—one of the early organizers of Occupy Wall 
Street and a major scholar—presents a stunning reversal of conventional wisdom. 
In this updated edition of Debt, which includes a new afterword, Graeber shows 
that for more than 5,000 years, since the first agrarian empires, humans have used 
elaborate credit systems to buy and sell goods—that is, long before the invention of 
coins or cash. It is in this era that we first encounter societies divided into debtors and  
creditors. Ever since, arguments about debt and debt forgiveness have been at the 
center of political debates from Italy to China, and have sparked innumerable 
insurrections. Indeed, the language of the ancient works of law and religion (words 
like “guilt,” “sin,” and “redemption”) derive from these ancient and nearly forgotten 
debates about debt, and shape even our most basic ideas of right and wrong. Without 
knowing it, we are still fighting these battles today.

Praise for Debt: The First 5,000 Years
• “Fresh . . . Fascinating . . . Thought-provoking . . . and exceedingly timely.” 
   —Gillian Tett, Financial Times
• “Exhaustive . . . Engaging . . . An authoritative account of the background to the 

recent crisis.” —Robert Kuttner, The New York Review of Books 
• “An alternate history of the rise of money and markets, a sprawling, erudite, 

provocative work.” —Drake Bennett, Bloomberg Businessweek
• “Fascinating . . . One of the year’s most influential books.” 
    —Paul Mason, The Guardian

About the author
DAVID GRAEBER  teaches anthropology at the London School of Economics, and 
is the author of the international bestseller Debt: The First 5,000 Years, The Utopia 
of Rules, and a number of other books. His essays and articles have appeared in 
numerous publications, including Harper’s Magazine, The Nation, and The Guardian. 
In the summer of 2011, he was one of the organizers of Occupy Wall Street and, as 
pointed out by Time magazine, “It was also Graeber . . . who coined the movement’s 
ingenious slogan, ‘We are the 99%.’”
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THE UTOPIA OF RULES
ON TECHNOLOGY, STUPIDITY, AND THE  
SECRET JOYS OF BUREAUCRACY

DAVID GRAEBER
“A slim, sprightly, acerbic attack on capitalism’s love affair with 
bureaucracy.”            —Cory Doctorow, BoingBoing

Where does the desire for endless rules, regulations, and bureaucracy come from? 
In The Utopia of Rules, David Graeber—one of our most important and provocative 
thinkers—traces the peculiar and unexpected ways we relate to bureaucracy today, 
and reveals how it shapes our lives in ways we may not even notice. Leaping from 
the ascendance of right-wing economics to the hidden meanings behind Sherlock 
Holmes and Batman, The Utopia of Rules is at once a powerful work of social theory 
in the tradition of Foucault and Marx, and an entertaining reckoning with popular 
culture that calls to mind Slavoj Žižek at his most accessible. An essential book for our 
times, The Utopia of Rules is sure to start a million conversations about the institutions 
that rule our lives—and the better, freer world we should, perhaps, begin to imagine 
for ourselves.

Key points and quotes
+ The Utopia of Rules received glowing review and media attention from national 

newspapers, radio, and websites in the United States and the UK
+ Harper’s Magazine ran a substantial excerpt of the book before publication
+ Graeber wrote essays and op-eds around the book’s publication, including a widely 

shared piece in Gawker about the events in Ferguson
+ As we read about bureaucracy in all walks of life—from police departments to 

megabanks—The Utopia of Rules couldn’t be more timely

   Praise for The Utopia of Rules
• “[The Utopia of Rules] should offer a challenge to us all. Should we just accept this 

bureaucracy as inevitable? Or is there a way to get rid of all those hours spent 
listening to bad call-centre music? Do policemen, academics, teachers and doctors 
really need to spend half their time filling in forms? Or can we imagine another 
world?” —Gillian Tett, Financial Times

• “Graeber wants us to unshackle ourselves from the limits imposed by bureaucracy, 
precisely so we can actually get down to openly and creatively arguing about our 
collective future. In other words, yelling at the book is not just part of the pleasure 
of reading it. It’s part of the point.” —NPR

• “[A] fizzing, fabulous firecracker of a book . . . Our contemporary bureaucrats 
are revealed, in fact, as none other than you and me, forever administering and 
marketing ourselves.” —The Literary Review 

ON SALE: 
FEBRUARY 24, 2015 

978-1-61219-374-8 
$26.95 U.S./CAN.

SOCIOLOGY

HARDCOVER

272 PAGES, 5 3⁄4” X 8 3⁄8” 

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-375-5

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

National television interviews on cable 
and talk shows

National and regional radio interviews 
on NPR, talk, political, and business 
radio outlets

Print features and reviews, including 
author profiles in newsweeklies, 
business, news, and political outlets, 
using his post-Occupy reputation 
and the success of Debt to generate 
interest

Social media marketing campaign 
leading up to Tax Day 2015

Galley mailing to booksellers, 
librarians, academics

Feature at regional bookseller 
conferences: Winter Institute, NAIBA, 
NEIBA, Heartland Fall Forum
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ON SALE: 
MARCH 3
978-1-61219-427-1
$16.95 U.S./CAN.

FICTION

PAPERBACK

336 PAGES, 5 1⁄2” x 8 1⁄4”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-428-8

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Indie Next selection for March 2015

Northeast author tour: New York; 
Boston; Madison, CT; South Hadley, 
MA; Portsmouth, NH; Portland, ME

Features and reviews in literary, 
mystery/thriller, men’s publications 
and websites

Review attention for debut author in 
daily newspapers

Extensive Boston-area media

A perfect novel for social media, 
including online giveaways and 
interviews

Author promotion at BEA and ALA 
Midwinter

Display at ALA Midwinter and the 
Association of Writers and Writing 
Programs

AN EXAGGERATED MURDER
A NOVEL

JOSH COOK
“A beautifully written postmodern novel of deduction.” 
      —Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

Private investigator Trike Augustine may be a brainiac with deductive skills to rival 
Sherlock Holmes, but they’re not doing him any good at solving the case of a missing 
gazillionaire, because the clues are so stupefyingly—well, stupid.

Meanwhile, his sidekicks—Max the former FBI agent and Lola the artist—don’t 
quite rise to the level of Dr. Watson, either. For example, when a large, dead pig turns 
up on Trike’s floor in the middle of the night, none of them can figure out what it 
means.

Meanwhile, the clock is ticking as the astronomical reward being offered 
diminishes drastically every day.

That, plus the increasing reality that their own lives are in danger, lifts this 
astonishing debut beyond its hilarious premise—a smart man befuddled by the 
idiotic—and turns it into something more than just a smart homage to Sherlock (with 
maybe a touch of early Jonathan Lethem thrown in). It becomes a compelling and 
compulsive thriller . . . with the added bonus that the prose is often as breathtaking 
as the tale.

Key points and quotes
+ A March 2015 ABA Indie Next pick
+ Laugh-out-loud funny: inept kidnappers, silly Ulysses jokes. A brainy spoof of the 

traditional detective novel, with fedoras, fight scenes, and always with a wink at the 
reader

+ Author is a beloved bookseller at Porter Square Books in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts

Praise for An Exaggerated Murder
• “[A] rollicking debut novel.” —Boston Magazine, Must-Sees for March 2015
• “A beautifully written postmodern novel of deduction that merrily, wittily blows 

up its genre’s conventions while at the same time re-energizing possibilities for the 
21st-century detective story.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

• “Bookseller and debut novelist Cook’s humorous take on various whodunit and 
noir tropes is . . . spot-on.” —Library Journal

• “An engrossing, dizzyingly smart plot; flawless comic timing; some of the grittiest 
sentences this side of Hammett.” —Christopher Boucher, author of How to Keep 
Your Volkswagen Alive

About the author
JOSH COOK  is a bookseller at Porter Square Books in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
His fiction, criticism, and poetry have appeared in numerous magazines and journals. 
This is his first novel.
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ON SALE: 
MARCH 3
978-1-61219-442-4
$24.95 U.S.

FICTION

HARDCOVER

256 PAGES, 5 1⁄2” x 8 3⁄4”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-443-1

U.S. ONLY

Marketing and publicity

Indie Next and Library Reads selection 
for March 2015

Major national print review and 
feature campaign

Major media print interviews with 
author

National radio broadcast and larger 
local radio campaign: interviews with 
the author

Pre-pub tour with events at Winter 
Institute 2015, Washington, D.C., and 
New York

Featuring at regional bookseller 
conferences: NAIBA, NEIBA, Heartland 
Fall Forum

Special display at the College 
Composition and Communication 
Conference in March right after pub 
date

Display at 2015 MLA Convention

Author tour: Cincinnati; Richmond; 
NYC; Washington, D.C.; Arlington; 
Denver; Phoenix; Houston

CAT OUT OF HELL
A NOVEL

LYNNE TRUSS
“A masterpiece of comic writing . . . A novel as entertaining as it is addictive” 
(Sunday Telegraph), from the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller 
Eats, Shoots & Leaves 

Alec Charlesworth is a librarian who finds himself suddenly alone: he’s lost his job, 
and his beloved wife has just died. Overcome by grief, he searches for clues about her 
disappearance in a file of interviews between a man called Wiggy and a cat named 
Roger. Who speaks to him.

It takes a while for Alec to realize he’s not gone mad from grief, that Roger is 
actually speaking to Wiggy . . . and that the cat’s got quite a story to tell: a tale of 
shocking local history and dark forces that may link not only the death of Alec’s wife, 
but also several other local deaths. But will the cat help Alec, or is he one of the dark 
forces?

In the deft and comedic hands of mega-bestseller Lynne Truss, the story is an 
increasingly suspenseful and often hysterically funny adventure that will please cat 
lovers and haters alike. 

Key points and quotes
+ A thrilling and hilarious novel from the author of the mega-bestseller Eats, Shoots 

& Leaves, which spent 45 weeks on the New York Times bestseller list—3 of  
those at #1

+ Cat lovers will be thrilled, and cat haters will have their prejudices confirmed by 
this ode to feline world domination!

+ Cat Out of Hell is Truss’s first novel to be published in the United States, and her 
major follow-up to Eats, Shoots & Leaves

+ A March 2015 ABA Indie Next pick and a March 2015 Library Reads selection
+ For fans of darkly comic novels like Christopher Moore’s Bite Me

Praise for Cat Out of Hell
• “A potent and darkly humorous tale . . . Cat lovers (or cat haters) and fans of gothic 

fiction will devour this creepy, paranoia-inducing morsel.” —Publishers Weekly
• “One of those rare books that actually makes the reader laugh out loud.”  

—Sunday Times (London)
• “One cat at the hole can keep in one thousand mice—this cat can keep in  

New York City!” —Rita Mae Brown, bestselling author of the Sneaky Pie 
mystery series

About the author
LYNNE TRUSS  is the author of Eats, Shoots & Leaves: The Zero Tolerance Approach 
to Punctuation, which was the USA Today Book of the Year in 2004; and Talk to the 
Hand, which was also a New York Times hardcover bestseller. She used to be a cat 
lover, but in light of new evidence, she has reconsidered her position.
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HAPPINESS
A PHILOSOPHER’S GUIDE

FRÉDÉRIC LENOIR
Translated by Andrew  Brown

“A skillful, entertaining blend of philosophy and science . . . Lenoir creates a 
journey that is as beautiful as it is thought-provoking.”  
              —Maria Konnikova, bestselling author of Mastermind

A huge bestseller in Europe, Frédéric Lenoir’s Happiness is an exciting journey that 
examines how history’s greatest philosophers and religious figures have answered life’s 
most fundamental questions: What is happiness, and how do I achieve it?

From the ancient Greeks to the Buddha, Jesus, Voltaire, Kant, Freud, and even 
modern neuroscientists, Lenoir considers the idea that true and lasting happiness is 
indeed possible. In clear language and with charming prose, Lenoir raises provocative 
questions: 

•	 Do we have a duty to be happy? 
•	 Is there a connection between individual and collective happiness? 
•	 Is happiness contagious? 
•	 Is there a difference between pleasure and happiness? 
•	 Can unhappiness and suffering coexist? 
•	 Does our happiness depend on our luck?
•	 Understanding how civilization’s best minds have answered those questions, 

Lenoir suggests, not only makes for a fascinating reading experience, but also 
provides a way for us to see us how happiness, that most elusive of feelings, is 
attainable in our own lives.

Key points and quotes
+ Over 300,000 copies sold in France—Lenoir is the man who taught the French 

how to be happy!
+ This is self-help for people who don’t read self-help, and it will transform the way 

you think about your own happiness
+ A clear and accessible discussion of philosophers and religious figures that 

embraces both Eastern and Western thought and religion
+ Perfect for fans of Alain de Botton’s The Consolations of Philosophy and Gretchen 

Rubin’s The Happiness Project

Praise for Happiness
• “A brief though well-considered guide to a wide range of the many schools of 

thought regarding contentment, joy and happiness.” —Kirkus Reviews
• “Frédéric Lenoir takes us through a philosophical journey that provokes thinking 

and encourages acting. Reading Happiness can make your life’s journey a happier 
one.” —Tal Ben-Shahar, author of Happier: Learn the Secrets to Daily Joy and 
Lasting Fulfillment

About the author and translator
FRÉDÉRIC LENOIR  is a philosopher, sociologist, and religious historian, whose 
books have been translated into over twenty languages. He earned his PhD at L’École 
des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, and is also the producer and host of the weekly 
program about religion and philosophy on France Culture radio. 

ANDREW BROWN’ s most recent translations include works by Proust, Zola, 
Flaubert, Stendhal, Rabelais, and Baudelaire.

ON SALE: 
APRIL 7
978-1-61219-439-4
$23.95 U.S./CAN.

PSYCHOLOGY / SELF-HELP

HARDCOVER

208 PAGES, 5 1⁄2” x 8 1⁄4”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-441-7

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Major national print, TV, and radio 
campaign

Features and reviews in cultural, 
psychology, religious, general-interest 
publications and websites

Author op-eds in major daily 
newspapers

Freshman Year Experience mailing

Display at National Council of 
Teachers of English, ALA Midwinter, 
and Modern Language Association 
Conferences

French Embassy Book Office support, 
with large mailings and outreach to 
Francophile community

Confirmed NPR interviews, including 
WNYC’s Brian Lehrer Show

Author events in New York
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ON SALE: 
MAY 5
978-1-61219-434-9
$16.95 U.S./CAN.

FICTION

PAPERBACK

288 PAGES, 5 1⁄2” x 7 1⁄2”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-435-6

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

One of The Millions’ Most Anticipated 
Books of 2015

Author tour: Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, and Chicago

Features, reviews, and interviews 
in women’s, literary, pop culture/
celebrity, gay/lesbian outlets, and 
major metro dailies

Regional and local media in Los 
Angeles and Chicago

Display at National Council of 
Teachers of English, ALA Midwinter, 
and Association of Writers and  
Writing Programs

Galley giveaway and author 
appearance at ALA Midwinter

Strong early praise from trade 
magazines, including a boxed/starred 
review in Publishers Weekly

Support from Edan Lepucki, including 
Bay Area event with Disabato

Author meet and greets with 
booksellers in Los Angeles, Chicago, 
Austin, Minneapolis

THE GHOST NETWORK
A NOVEL

CATIE DISABATO
In a debut novel hailed by Edan Lepucki as “brilliant, daring, and masterful,” 
the disappearance of the world’s hottest pop star sends two girls on a wild 
adventure through Chicago’s abandoned subway stations

One minute, insanely famous pop singer Molly Metropolis is on her way to a major 
performance in Chicago, and the next, she’s gone, her cell phone found abandoned. 
Has she been kidnapped? Gone into hiding? Or worse?

Molly’s personal assistant and a journalist who’s been writing about Molly team up 
in a desperate search to find her using her songs and journal as a guide.

It leads them to a map of half-completed train lines underneath Chicago, which 
in turn leads them to the secret, subterranean headquarters of an obscure intellectual 
sect—and the realization that they’ve gone too far to turn back. And if a superstar can 
disappear without a trace . . . what can happen to these young women?

Suspenseful and wildly original, The Ghost Network is a novel about larger-than-
life fantasies—of transportation, love, sex, pop music, amateur detective work, and 
personal reinvention. Debut novelist Catie Disabato bursts on the scene with an 
ingeniously plotted, witty, haunting mystery.

Key points and quotes
+ A thrilling, twisty, character-driven novel in the tradition of recent bestsellers like 

Gone Girl and Night Film
+ Catie Disabato is a brilliant debut novelist who has written for The Millions, The 

Rumpus, Full Stop, and the New York Daily News
+ A great Chicago novel: set near the Lake in a dozen stores and offices downtown, 

and underground through the real history of El train lines

Praise for The Ghost Network
• “A paean to the modern urban landscape . . . Simultaneously breathlessly 

exhilarating and beautifully haunted.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
• “A giddy mashup of pop culture, genre tropes, conspiracy theories and dystopian 

fantasy . . . Wonderfully trippy . . . Disabato is a true original, and a young writer to 
watch.” —Dan Chaon, author of Await Your Reply

• “Catie Disabato’s prose is as clean as a whistle and as sharp as a tack, and her 
imagination is wondrous. A smart and exciting debut that plays by its own rules.” 
—Ivy Pochoda, author of Visitation Street 

About the author
CATIE  D ISABATO  is a columnist for Full Stop. She’s written criticism and 
commentary for This Recording, The Millions, and The Rumpus, and her short fiction 
was recently featured on Joyland. After growing up in Chicago and graduating from 
Oberlin College, she now lives in Los Angeles and works in public relations.
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ON SALE: 
JUNE 2
978-1-61219-423-3
$24.95 U.S./CAN.

FICTION

HARDCOVER

208 PAGES, 5 3⁄4” x 8 3⁄4”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-424-0

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Excerpts in national magazines and 
newspapers

Features and reviews in literary, news/
culture, history/political outlets, and 
major metro dailies

Promote as the next big novelist from 
Latin America

Dedicated newsletter blast

Display at National Council of 
Teachers of English, ALA Midwinter, 
the Modern Language Association, 
and the Association of Writers and 
Writing Programs

Confirmed boxed review in  
Publishers Weekly

A HISTORY OF MONEY 
A NOVEL

ALAN PAULS
Translated by Ellie Robins

A major new novel from the writer Roberto Bolaño called “one of the best 
living Latin American writers”

It begins with a body: a top executive of an iron and steel company dies after his 
helicopter, traveling toward a factory on strike, plummets into the river. Accident, or 
assassination? And where is the briefcase full of money that he’d been carrying?

A History of Money revolves around this event, as does the imagination and 
memory of the novel’s unnamed protagonist, who returns to it over and over as he 
reflects on the role of money in his own life. His parents are divorced: his father is a 
gambler who plays in all-night poker games and carries his money around in a wad of 
cash; his mother is a socialite who squanders her inheritance on a lavish lifestyle. And, 
in every sense, it’s the protagonist who pays.

And his individual story is echoed in the larger story of Argentina in the 1970s 
and ’80s, where money is everything: promise and punishment, dream and disaster. A 
History of Money is an intensely evocative novel from a rising international star.

Key points and quotes
+ The first English-language publication of one of the most acclaimed Latin 

American novelists
+ At once a brilliantly written literary novel and a riveting, highly suspenseful story 

about corruption and excess
+ A History of Money offers a fascinating—and timely—look at recent Argentinean 

history 

Praise for A History of Money
• “This caustic indictment, and the stylistic tour de force through which it’s 

delivered, should help secure English speakers’ awareness of Pauls as an important 
writer.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

• “The rise of Alan Pauls is the best thing that has happened to Argentinean 
literature since the appearance of Manuel Puig.” —Ricardo Piglia, author of 
Artificial Respiration

• “Confirms his place as one of the few truly essential contemporary Argentinean 
writers. He narrates with skill exactly what happens in a country and among its 
inhabitants when money means nothing, absolutely nothing, and yet it is the only 
thing worth counting.” —Patricio Pron, ABC

About the author and translator 
ALAN PAULS  was born in Buenos Aires in 1959 and is a novelist, critic, and essayist. 
He was an editor for Página/12 and founded the magazine Lecturas Criticas. His novel 
The Past received the prestigious Herralde Prize in 2003.

ELLIE ROBINS  is a translator from Spanish and has worked in publishing in the 
United States and the UK.
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ON SALE: 
APRIL 21
978-1-61219-487-5
$28.95 U.S. 

POLITICAL SCIENCE

HARDCOVER

384 PAGES, 6” x 9”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-488-2

U.S. ONLY

Marketing and publicity

Author events in New York and 
Washington, D.C.

National print review and feature 
campaign

Cable news interviews and 
appearances

National radio interviews

Dedicated Political Science e-mail 
blast 

THE ESTABLISHMENT
AND HOW THEY GET AWAY WITH IT

OWEN JONES
“A powerful combination of cool analysis and fiery anger . . . Jones is a fine 
writer, and this is a truly necessary book.”  
            —Philip Pullman, author of His Dark Materials

Over the last few decades, a hugely influential—but nearly invisible—elite has 
transformed the relationship between government and the people. Every major 
decision is made with the consent of this shadowy, unaccountable network of 
politicians, businesspeople, bankers, and lobbyists, all of whom reap huge profits as 
they effect unprecedented political change. In The Establishment, mega-bestselling 
author and journalist Owen Jones uncovers this elite—and, in the process, reveals 
how modern-day political power really works.

From the lobbies of the Houses of Parliament to the conference rooms of some 
of the world’s biggest banks and gleaming newsrooms that report on them, Jones 
systematically explores the revolving doors that link the worlds of politics, finance, 
and media—and shows how this corrupt and incestuous world came to be.

Funny, sharp, and rich with brilliant descriptions of the men and women at the 
heart of the elite, The Establishment is a thrill to read, but its diagnosis is deadly 
serious: the establishment is the biggest threat to democracy today.

Key points and quotes
+ A huge bestseller in the UK, The Establishment shook up the ruling class and got 

enormous TV, radio, and print attention
+ Owen Jones is a media star, with weekly TV appearances, newspaper columns, and 

250,000 Twitter followers
+ Published just in time for the most consequential British elections in a generation
+ Jones’s first book was chosen by Dwight Garner as one of the New York Times’s best 

books 2011

A Spectator, Daily Telegraph, New Statesman, Guardian, Observer, and 
Independent Best Book of the Year 

Praise for The Establishment
• “I’ll never look at UK class politics in the same way after Owen Jones’s bracing and 

principled The Establishment.” —Naomi Klein, The Guardian Books of the Year
• “Our generation’s Orwell.” —Russell Brand
• “Owen Jones’s The Establishment offers a well-documented as well as searing 

critique of the groupthink that binds together our rulers.” —David Kynaston, The 
Guardian Books of the Year 

• “A passionate account of political and economic injustice.” —The Observer

About the author
OWEN JONES ’s international bestseller Chavs: The Demonization of the Working 
Class was long-listed for The Guardian First Book Award. In 2013, Jones received the 
Young Writer of the Year prize at the Political Book Awards. He is a columnist for The 
Guardian and a regular contributor to BBC radio and television.
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ON SALE: 
JUNE 23
978-1-61219-429-5
$24.95 U.S./CAN.

CURRENT EVENTS

HARDCOVER

224 PAGES, 5 3⁄4” x 8 3⁄4”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-430-1

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Major print and broadcast media 
campaign

Author library tour: Philadelphia; 
Washington, D.C.; Boston; Brooklyn 

Features and reviews in cultural, news/
politics, general-interest publications 
and websites

Excerpts in national magazines and 
newspapers

E-mail blast to historical preservation, 
librarian, architecture, and activist 
listservs

Select mailing to top collection 
librarians

Author appearance at ALA Annual in 
San Francisco

Display of galleys at ALA Midwinter in 
Chicago

PATIENCE AND FORTITUDE
POWER, REAL ESTATE, AND THE FIGHT TO  
SAVE A PUBLIC LIBRARY

SCOTT SHERMAN
“With cool acuity, Scott Sherman details the insidious threat to one of the 
world’s greatest cultural institutions, and the gritty resistance that saved 
it. Anyone who cares about the future of books should read Patience and 
Fortitude.”               —Pankaj Mishra, author of From the Ruins of Empire

How Wall Street logic almost took down one of New York City’s most beloved and 
iconic institutions: the New York Public Library. By the reporter who broke the story, 
Patience and Fortitude is a riveting investigation of a beloved library caught in the 
crosshairs of real estate, power, and the people’s interest. 

In the years preceding the 2008 financial crisis, the library’s leaders forged an 
audacious plan to sell off multiple branch libraries, mutilate a historic building, 
and send millions of books to a storage facility in New Jersey. Scholars, researchers, 
and readers would be out of luck, but real-estate developers and New York’s Mayor 
Bloomberg would get what they wanted.

But when the story broke, the people fought back, as famous writers, professors, 
and citizens’ groups came together to defend a national treasure.

Rich with revealing interviews with key figures, Patience and Fortitude is at once 
a hugely readable history of the library’s secret plans, and a stirring account of a rare 
triumph against the forces of money and power.

Key points and quotes
+ A fascinating look at the way political power works in the twenty-first century
+ A rare victory: usually the powerful get what they want, but in this case, the people 

fought back and put a stop to a dangerous plan hatched in secret
+ Sherman’s reporting for The Nation received massive national attention, and his 

book is full of significant new details and information
+ Enormous early interest—especially among academic and public librarians, who 

are threatened by the very trends Sherman is discussing

Praise for Patience and Fortitude
• “The battle over the New York Public Library was such an important fight to win, 

and Scott Sherman’s reporting was an essential part of that victory.”  
—Salman Rushdie, author of Midnight’s Children

• [Patience and Fortitude] is an absorbing narrative, and more; it also gets to the 
heart of an urgent broader issue, the danger our most precious institutions face in 
the age of disruption.” —Nicholas Lemann, author of The Big Test

About the author
SCOTT SHERMAN is a contributing writer for The Nation. His work has  

appeared in Vanity Fair, London Review of Books, The Washington Post, Los An-

geles Times, Newsday, Dissent, Lingua Franca, and other publications. Sherman’s 

reporting on the upheaval at the New York Public Library received a 2015  

New York Press Club Award for Journalism. His website is scottgsherman.com.
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ON SALE: 
JUNE 2
978-1-61219-489-9
$27.95 U.S./CAN.

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

HARDCOVER

320 PAGES, 6” x 9”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-490-5

NORTH AMERICA

Marketing and publicity

Author events in New York and 
Washington, D.C.

Support from Demos think tank, 
including author appearances

National print review and feature 
campaign

Print features and reviews at tech, 
political, business, news, culture 
publications and websites

National radio campaign: business, 
talk/news, tech, pop culture

Interviews on national radio and TV, 
including NPR and cable news

National radio interview campaign

THE DARK NET
INSIDE THE DIGITAL UNDERWORLD

JAMIE BARTLETT
“A fascinating and disturbing journey through the furthest recesses of the 
Internet. Jamie Bartlett is an expert guide.”             —The Independent

Beyond the familiar online world that most of us inhabit—a world of Google, 
Facebook, and Twitter—lies a vast and often hidden network of sites, communities, 
and cultures where freedom is pushed to its limits, and where people can be anyone, 
or do anything, they want. This is the world of Bitcoin and Silk Road, of radicalism 
and pornography. This is the Dark Net.

In this important and revealing book, Jamie Bartlett gives us a secret history of the 
digital underworld and presents an extraordinary look at the internet we don’t know. 
Beginning with the rise of the internet and the conflicts and battles that defined its 
early years, Bartlett reports on trolls, pornographers, drug dealers, hackers, political 
extremists, Bitcoin programmers, and vigilantes—and puts a human face on those 
who have many reasons to stay anonymous.

Rich with historical research and revelatory reporting, The Dark Net is an 
unprecedented, eye-opening look at a world that doesn’t want to be known.

Key points and quotes
+ This is a book ripped from the headlines—it looks at Silk Road, Bitcoin, and other 

major internet phenomena—but grounded in thorough research and reporting
+ Bartlett is writing for general readers—not tech-heads. It’s a clear and riveting 

story perfect for readers who are still finding their way around the topic
+ The Dark Net gives us a secret history of the internet—these are the personalities 

and conflicts that helped shape the internet we now know
+ Bartlett is a respected journalist and academic—he’s an authority on the topic

An Independent and New Statesman Book of the Year

Praise for The Dark Net
• “A provocative excursion to the darker side of human nature set free by the 

anonymous and unregulated boundaries of cyberspace.” —Kirkus Reviews
• “A hell of an achievement . . . Buy it and read it.” —Hugo Rifkind,  

The Times (London)
• “A judgement-free look at the mechanics of trolling and other internet bad 

behaviour and generates more light than heat.” —Helen Lewis, New Statesman, 
Books of the Year 

About the author
JAMIE BARTLETT  is the director of the Centre for the Analysis of Social Media 
at the think tank Demos, where he specializes in online social movements and the 
impact of technology on society. He writes a weekly column on technology for The 
Telegraph and is a frequent commentator for media outlets throughout the world.
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THE NEXT NEXT LEVEL
A STORY OF RAP, FRIENDSHIP, AND ALMOST GIVING UP

LEON NEYFAKH
In the tradition of Chuck Klosterman and Carl Wilson, an unforgettable 
account of fame, fandom, and the problem of making art in the twenty-first 
century

In his multihyphenate ambitions, the musician who calls himself Juiceboxxx couldn’t 
be more modern—you might call him a punk rock–rapper–DJ–record executive–
energy drink magnate. Acclaimed journalist Leon Neyfakh has been something more 
than a fan of the Juiceboxxx’s since he was a teenager, when he booked a show for the 
artist in a church basement in his hometown of Oak Park, Illinois.

Juiceboxxx went on to the tireless, lonely, possibly hopeless pursuit of success on 
his own terms—no club was too dank, no futon too grubby, if it helped him get to the 
next next level. And for years, Neyfakh remained haunted from afar: was art really 
worth all the sacrifices? If it was, how did you know you’d made it? And what was the 
difference, anyway, between a person like Juiceboxxx—who devoted his life to being 
an artist—and a person like Neyfakh, who elected instead to pursue a normal career 
and lead a normal existence?

Much more than a brilliant portrait of a charismatic musician always on the verge 
of something big, The Next Next Level is a wholly contemporary story of art, obsession, 
fame, ambition, and friendship—as well as viral videos, rap-rock, and the particulars 
of life on the margins of culture.

Key points and quotes
+ Like Rob Sheffield and Chuck Klosterman, Neyfakh uses music to write about big 

issues—love, ambition, fame, failure, friendship—in a timely way
+ Neyfakh is a reporter for Slate who used to be the Ideas staff writer at The Boston 

Globe, and he’s written for a huge variety of publications
+ An excerpt of The Next Next Level appeared in n+1 

Praise for The Next Next Level
• “I’ve never met Leon Neyfakh, and I wouldn’t recognize Juiceboxxx if he knocked 

on my front door and literally offered me a box of juice. But this is a great book 
about the intractable dissonance between loving art, wanting art, and being an 
actual artist. The story is small, but the ideas are massive.”  
—Chuck Klosterman, author of Fargo Rock City

• “The Next Next Level is an intriguing look at the pursuit of an artistic lifestyle. Leon 
Neyfakh writes as a fan and friend about musician and performer Juiceboxxx, and 
in doing so he honestly uncovers the personal sacrifice and uncertainty that most 
artists wrestle with daily. It’s a new and worthwhile look at some big questions 
surrounding creativity.” —Craig Finn, The Hold Steady

About the author
LEON NEYFAKH  is a reporter for Slate. He was previously the Ideas staff writer 
for The Boston Globe and a reporter for The New York Observer. He has written for 
The FADER, The New Republic, Rolling Stone, The New Yorker, and a number of other 
publications. Born in the Soviet Union, Neyfakh was raised in Oak Park, Illinois, and 
now lives in Brooklyn.

ON SALE: 
JULY 7
978-1-61219-446-2
$16.95 U.S./CAN.

BIOGRAPHY AND AUTOBIOGRAPHY

PAPERBACK

224 PAGES, 5 3⁄4” x 8 1⁄2”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-447-9

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Author events in New York, Boston, 
and Chicago

Author events with Juiceboxxx, 
including conversation and music

National radio interviews and music/
pop culture shows 

National television interviews, 
including late night

Features and profiles (of author and 
subject) in men’s, culture, pop culture, 
music, general-interest publications 
and daily newspapers

Features on music and culture 
websites 

Online advertising on music and 
culture websites

Feature title at ALA Annual in San 
Francisco

Author tour
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ON SALE: 
JULY 21
978-1-61219-474-5
$32.00 U.S./CAN.

HISTORY

HARDCOVER

512 PAGES, 6” x 9”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-475-2

NORTH AMERICA

Marketing and publicity

National radio interviews on NPR and 
music/talk shows

Print features and reviews in men’s, 
music, history, culture, pop culture, 
political, general-interest publications 
and daily newspapers

Off-the-book-page coverage from 
music writers at major newspapers

Excerpts and features at culture, 
media, and music outlets

Features on music, history, politics, 
and culture websites

Social media campaign: Playlists of 
key tracks and contemporary artists/
bands they inspired (Spotify), profiles 
of key artists and albums (Tumblr)

FUTURE DAYS
KRAUTROCK AND THE BIRTH OF A  

REVOLUTIONARY NEW MUSIC

DAVID STUBBS
A sweeping history of the men and women who transformed postwar 
Germany—and created a musical genre that revolutionized rock and roll  
and gave birth to hip-hop

West Germany after World War II was a country in shock: estranged from its recent  
history, adrift from the rest of Europe. Yet this orphaned landscape proved fertile 
ground for a generation of musicians who, from the 1960s onward, would develop  
the strange and beautiful sounds that became known as Krautrock.

Eschewing the easy pleasures of rock and roll and the seductions of blues and jazz, 
they took their inspiration from elsewhere: the mysticism of the East; the fractured  
classicism of modernism; the grinding repetition of industry; the dense forests of the  
Rhineland; the endless winding of Autobahns.

Kraftwerk, Tangerine Dream, Can, Faust—the influence of these groups’ music on  
Western popular music is immense, yet largely—strangely—unappreciated. But there’s  
no denial they were key to the development of movements ranging from post-punk  
to electronica and hip-hop, and to artists as diverse as David Bowie, Talking Heads,  
and LCD Soundsystem.

In Future Days, acclaimed journalist David Stubbs brings us an unprecedented and  
brilliantly reported accound of the groups that created Krautrock, and a social and 
cultural history of the country that challenged, inspired, and repelled them.

Key points and quotes
+ Krautrock is obessively discussed by bloggers, commenters, and music fans around 

the world, but Future Days is the first big book to take it on
+ You don’t have to know a single thing about Krautrock to find this book 

fascinating—this is a totally unique portrait of Germany in the midst of its greatest 
upheavals since World War II

+ David Bowie, Talking Heads, LCD Soundsystem, and a million other bands owe 
their careers to the movement Stubbs describes in Future Days

Praise for Future Days
• “Future Days does not capture Krautrock so much as unleash it. At long last, the 

definitive book on the ultimate music.” —Simon Reynolds, author of Retromania
• “This clear-headed and sympathetic account of great things that happened in a 

temporary nation is as serious and entertaining as its subject.” —The Independent
• “Future Days is so well researched and filled with such enthusiasm for its subject 

that it absorbs from start to finish.” —The Observer

About the author
DAVID STUBBS  is an author and music journalist and cofounder, with Simon 
Reynolds, of the magazine Monitor. His numerous books include Fear of Music: Why 
People Get Rothko but Don’t Get Stockhausen, and his work has appeared in The Times 
(London), The Sunday Times, Spin, The Guardian, The Quietus, and GQ. 
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ON SALE: 
AUGUST 18
978-1-61219-444-8
$24.95 U.S.

PHILOSOPHY

HARDCOVER

208 PAGES, 5 3⁄4” X 8 1⁄2”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-445-5 

U.S. ONLY

Marketing and publicity

National broadcast media campaign

National print media outreach

Extensive bookseller and librarian 
galley mailing

Display at regional bookseller 
conference

Display at the American Sociological 
Association Conference

Academic e-mail blast to sociology 
and philosophy professors

Social media campaign

TROUBLE IN PARADISE
FROM THE END OF HISTORY TO THE END  
OF CAPITALISM

SLAVOJ ŽIŽEK 
“Few thinkers illustrate the contradictions of contemporary capitalism better 
than Slavoj Žižek . . . One of the world’s best-known public intellectuals.”  
               —John Gray, The New York Review of Books

There is trouble in the global capitalist paradise. That much is clear. So why is it that 
we find it so difficult to imagine a way out of the crisis we’re in? It is as if the trouble 
feeds on itself: the march of capitalism has become inexorable, the only game in town.

Setting out to diagnose the condition of global capitalism, the ideological 
constraints we are faced with in our daily lives, and the bleak future promised by this 
system, Slavoj Žižek explores the possibilities—and the traps—of new emancipatory 
struggles.

Drawing insights from phenomena as diverse as Gangnam Style to Marx, The 
Dark Knight to Thatcher, Trouble in Paradise is an incisive dissection of the world we 
inhabit, and the new order to come.

Key points and quotes
+ Žižek has been profiled in The New Yorker and is the star of several recent films, 

including Sophie Fiennes’s The Pervert’s Guide to Ideology and the documentary 
Žižek! 

+ Trouble in Paradise is Žižek’s most lively, accessible, and engaging book to date—
and with the word “inequality” in every other headline, it couldn’t be more timely

+ Žižek’s profile is as high as ever—he’s a frequent contributor to The New York Times 
and The Guardian, and he makes frequent appearances in the United States

Praise for Slavoj Žižek
• “Žižek leaves no social or cultural phenomenon untheorized, and is master of the 

counterintuitive observation.” —The New Yorker 
• “[A] great provocateur and an immensely suggestive and even dashing writer . . .
   Žižek writes with passion and an aphoristic energy that is spellbinding.”  

—Los Angeles Times 

About the author
SLAVOJ ŽIŽEK  is a Slovenian philosopher and cultural critic. He is a professor 
at the European Graduate School; International Director of the Birkbeck Institute for 
the Humanities, Birkbeck College, University of London; and a senior researcher at 
the Institute of Sociology, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. His books include Living 
in the End Times; First as Tragedy, Then as Farce; In Defense of Lost Causes; Event; and 
many more.
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ON SALE: 
AUGUST 11
978-1-61219-483-7
$20.00 U.S./CAN.

PHILOSOPHY

PAPERBACK

400 PAGES, 5 1⁄2” x 8 1⁄4”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-404-2

NORTH AMERICA

Marketing and publicity

Features and interviews in general-
interest publications and websites

Outreach to religion-centered 
publications and websites

“New in Paperback” mentions

THE QUEST FOR A MORAL 
COMPASS
A GLOBAL HISTORY OF ETHICS

KENAN MALIK
“An absolute tour de force. I can imagine it replacing Bertrand Russell’s 
History of Western Philosophy on many a bookshelf—certainly mine.”  

              —Tom Holland, author of In the Shadow of the Sword

In this remarkable and groundbreaking book, Kenan Malik explores the history of 
moral thought as it has developed over three millennia, from Homer’s Greece to 
Mao’s China, from ancient India to modern America. It tells the stories of the great 
philosophers, and breathes life into their ideas, while also challenging many of our 
most cherished moral beliefs.

Engaging and provocative, The Quest for a Moral Compass confronts some of 
humanity’s deepest questions. Where do values come from? Is God necessary for 
moral guidance? Are there absolute moral truths? It also brings morality down to 
earth, showing how, throughout history, social needs and political desires have shaped 
moral thinking. It is a history of the world told through the history of moral thought, 
and a history of moral thought that casts new light on global history.

Key points and quotes 
+ Like E. O. Wilson and Niall Ferguson, Malik writes with the general reader in 

mind—this is a book for anyone interested in religion, morality, and ideas
+ Unlike previous books on the topic, which are more narrowly focused, Malik is as 

serious on Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam as he is on Western thought. The result 
is the first truly definitive history of moral thought

+ Malik writes regularly for major publications like The New York Times, and his  
op-eds—especially on Islam—receive major attention

Praise for The Quest for a Moral Compass 
• “Malik is admirably evenhanded in considering the history of ethical thought. An 

excellent survey for intermediate students of philosophy and a fine course in self-
education for general readers.” —Kirkus Reviews

• “A tour de force of lucidity and narrative skill.” —Michael Ignatieff 
• “An extraordinarily rewarding investigation of the most striking, and contested, 

aspect of our humanity.” —Raymond Tallis, author of The Kingdom of Infinite 
Space

About the author
KENAN MALIK  is a writer, lecturer, and broadcaster. He is a presenter of The Moral 
Maze on BBC Radio 4 (UK). He has taught at universities in Britain, Europe, Australia, 
and the United States, presented many TV documentaries, and writes regularly for 
newspapers across the world, including as a columnist for the international New York 
Times. His books include Man, Beast and Zombie; Strange Fruit; and From Fatwa to 
Jihad (Melville House, 2010), which was short-listed for the 2010 Orwell Book Prize.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

From Fatwa to Jihad
978-1-61219-405-9
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ON SALE: 
JUNE 2
978-1-61219-438-7
$18.95 U.S.
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Marketing and publicity

“New in Paperback” mentions

Advertising/social media campaigns 
timed to the end of the European 
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media
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loved and selected the hardcover for 
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RED OR DEAD
A NOVEL

DAVID PEACE
“Sprawling, ambitious and heartbreaking, it’s one of the best sports novels  
in recent years.”                —NPR, Best Books of 2014

The place where the swinging sixties started—Liverpool, England, birthplace of the 
Beatles—wasn’t so swinging. Amid industrial blight and a bad economy, the shipping 
industry was going bust and there was widespread unemployment, with no assistance 
from a government tightening its belt. Even the Beatles moved to London.

Into these hard times walked Bill Shankly, a former Scottish coal miner who took 
over the city’s perpetually last-place soccer team. He had a straightforward work ethic 
and a favorite song—a silly pop song done by a local band, “You’ll Never Walk Alone.” 
Soon he would have entire stadiums singing along, tens of thousands of people all 
dressed in the team color red . . . as Liverpool began to win . . .

And soon, too, there was something else those thousands of people would chant 
as one: Shank-lee, Shank-lee . . .

In Red or Dead, the acclaimed writer David Peace tells the stirring story of the 
real-life working-class hero who lifted the spirits of an entire city in turbulent times. 
But Red or Dead is more than a fictional biography of a real man, and more than a 
thrilling novel about sports. It is an epic novel that transcends those categories, until 
there’s nothing left to call it but—as many of the world’s leading newspapers already 
have—a masterpiece.

Key points and quotes
+ Extraordinary reviews from major papers like The New York Times and The 

Washington Post, and massive enthusiasm from independent booksellers
+ Peace is one of the UK’s most widely known and respected authors—and he has a 

passionate following in America
+ We also published The Damned Utd and GB84 to great reviews and enthusiasm 
+ Peace’s Red Riding Quartet was adapted into a BBC series, and The Damned Utd 

was adapted into a major motion picture by Sony Pictures
+ Peace was chosen as one of Granta’s Best Young British Novelists in 2003, and 

won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize, the German Crime Fiction Award, and 
France’s Grand Prix du Roman Noir for Best Foreign Novel

A New York Times Book Review Editor’s Choice

Praise for Red or Dead 
• “As both postmodern epic and ultimate sports novel, Red or Dead is a winner.”  

—The Washington Post
• “Red or Dead is hypnotic, the words casting a spell that verges on the shamanistic 

. . . [It] creates the most remarkable, operatic sweeps of emotion in the reader . . . 
This is the stuff of great literature.” —The New York Times Book Review 

About the author
DAVID PEACE—one of Granta’s Best Young British Novelists in 2003—is the 
author of the Red Riding Quartet, GB84, and The Damned Utd. Tokyo Year Zero, the 
first part of his acclaimed Tokyo Trilogy, was published in 2007, and the second part, 
Occupied City, in 2009.

The Damned Utd
978-1-61219-370-0

ALSO AVAILABLE:

 
 
GB84
978-1-61219-393-9
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WITTGENSTEIN JR
A NOVEL

LARS IYER
“Stunning. Wittgenstein Jr is Iyer’s strongest book to date. He has again 
managed to write a book that’s funny, unexpected, and profound.”  
             —Emily St. John Mandel, The Millions

The unruly undergraduates at Cambridge have a nickname for their new lecturer: 
Wittgenstein Jr. He’s a melancholic, tormented genius who seems determined to make 
them grasp the very essence of philosophical thought.

But Peters—a working-class student surprised to find himself among the elite—
soon discovers that there’s no place for logic in a Cambridge overrun by posh boys 
and picnicking tourists, as England’s greatest university is collapsing under market 
pressures.

Such a place calls for a derangement of the senses, best achieved by lethal 
homemade cocktails consumed on Cambridge rooftops, where Peters joins his fellows 
as they attempt to forget about the void awaiting them after graduation, challenge one 
another to think so hard they die, and dream about impressing Wittgenstein Jr with 
one single, noble thought.

And as they scramble to discover what, indeed, they have to gain from the 
experience, they realize that their teacher is struggling to survive. For Peters, it leads 
to a surprising turn—and for all of them, a challenge to see how the life of the mind 
can play out in harsh but hopeful reality.

Combining his trademark wit and sharp brilliance, Wittgenstein Jr is Lars Iyer’s 
most assured and ambitious novel yet—as impressive, inventive, and entertaining as 
it is extraordinarily stirring.

Key points and quotes
+ In addition to great reviews, Wittgenstein Jr was named one of the best novels 

of 2014 (The Telegraph), and one of the 50 Best Independent Fiction and Poetry 
Books of 2014 (Flavorwire) 

+ Iyer’s Exodus was short-listed for the 2013 Goldsmiths Prize, and Wittgenstein Jr 
was long-listed for the Folio Prize and the Jerwood Fiction Price

+ Iyer’s readership is devoted and vocal on social media
+ Wittgenstein Jr is written in the grand tradition of David Lodge and Kingsley 

Amis—it is a hilarious campus novel

Praise for Wittgenstein Jr
• “[Iyer] is a deeply elegiac satirist . . . He manages to both send up intellectual life 

and movingly lament its erosion.” —The New York Times
• “Outstanding . . . Almost every individual page is a pleasure, and that is more than 

enough reason to keep reading him.” —The Daily Beast
• “Fascinating . . . A doomy, hilarious, thoughtful Cambridge comedy.”  

—The Sunday Telegraph

About the author
LARS IYER  is the author of two books on Blanchot and the novels Spurious (which 
was 3:AM Magazine’s Book of the Year in 2011), Dogma, and Exodus.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Spurious
978-1-935554-28-8

Dogma
978-1-61219-046-4

Exodus
978-1-61219-182-9
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ON SALE: 
MAY 12
978-1-61219-436-3
$17.95 U.S./CAN.

TRAVEL / NATURE

PAPERBACK

384 PAGES, 5 5⁄16” x 8 1⁄2”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-360-1

NORTH AMERICA 

Marketing and publicity

Features and interviews in literary, 
history, natural history, environmental 
publications and websites

“New in Paperback” mentions

Freshman Year Experience mailing

Display at National Council of 
Teachers of English, and ALA 
Midwinter Conferences

Paperback includes a Q&A with the 
author and a Reading Group Guide

THE SEA INSIDE
PHILIP HOARE
“Philip Hoare is a virtuosic storyteller, and The Sea Inisde is a welcome 
opportunity to accompany him on his wanderings—be they geographical, 
philosophical, or narrative.”                 —The Daily Beast

In colorful prose and lively line drawings, Hoare sets out to rediscover the sea and its 
islands, birds, and beasts. Starting at his home on the shores of Britain’s Southampton 
Water and moving in ever widening circles—like the migration patterns of whales—
Hoare explores London, the Isle of Wight, the Azores, Sri Lanka, Tasmania, and New 
Zealand.

As Hoare brilliantly weaves together literary and natural history, we encounter 
memorable people as well as the dolphins, whales, and other creatures above and 
below the water (even one species formerly believed to be extinct).

Echoing the fine tradition of W. G. Sebald, but in a voice all Hoare’s own, The Sea 
Inside is bursting with an endless series of delights and revelations from the ever-
changing sea.

Key points and quotes
+ With rave reviews in The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, The Boston 

Globe, and elsewhere—plus a successful tour through Provincetown, Boston, New 
Bedford, and Nantucket—the hardcover publication gives a great springboard for 
the paperback

+ Hoare’s previous book, The Whale, is increasingly hailed as a modern masterpiece 
and continues to backlist well

+ Stunning package: Hoare’s encounters are brought to life in 30 original illustrations 
of birds, whales, and even a Tasmanian devil throughout the text

Praise for The Sea Inside
• “The Sea Inside is a charming book: learned, passionate, idiosyncratic, and more 

than a bit melancholy.” —The Boston Globe
• “Mr. Hoare’s gimlet eye sees the magical in the mundane . . . The Sea Inside 

embraces the dangers and mysteries of the natural world and in them finds 
transcendental awe.” —The Wall Street Journal

• “A magnificent book.” —Financial Times

About the author
PHILIP HOARE  is the author of The Whale: In Search of the Giants of the Sea, 
winner of the BBC Samuel Johnson Prize for Nonfiction, as well as biographies of 
Noel Coward and Stephen Tennant and a study of Oscar Wilde. Follow him on Twitter 
at @philipwhale.
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ON SALE: 
AUGUST 4
978-1-61219-484-4
$18.95 U.S./CAN.

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

PAPERBACK

288 PAGES, 5 1⁄2” x 8”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-348-9

WORLD

Marketing and publicity 

Mailing to literary writers and 
bloggers

“New in Paperback” mentions

Mailing to outlets covering book 
publishing news

Featured at regional bookseller shows

Featured at Public Library Association 
Conference

BOLAÑO
A BIOGRAPHY IN CONVERSATIONS

MÓNICA MARISTAIN
Translated by Kit Maude

“A vivid profile of both man and author . . . [An] insightful and impartial 
glimpse into his life, personality, and dedication to craft.”  —The Oregonian

How to know the man behind works of fiction so prone to extravagance? In the first 
biography of Chilean novelist and poet Roberto Bolaño, journalist Mónica Maristain 
tracks Bolaño from his childhood in Chile to his youth in Mexico and early infatuation 
with literature, to his beginnings as a poet, and to the stardom that came with the 
publication of his novels The Savage Detectives and 2666.

Bolaño: A Biography in Conversations is assembled from a series of rich interviews 
with the people who knew Bolaño best, and sheds new light on aspects of his life 
that have long been shrouded in mystery: for the first time, we learn the details of his 
illness and the drama of his final days.

Throughout the book, Maristain presents an image far removed from the myths 
that have been created over the years, with the aim of reintroducing the man whose 
works grabbed readers worldwide. Maristain writes as a journalist and admirer, 
impressed with the power of Bolaño’s prose and the cool irony with which he faced 
the literary world.

Key points and quotes
+ Great reviews that established Bolaño as the key book on the author’s life
+ Written by a friend of Bolaño’s, and rich with wonderful details about his life, 

work, and travels
+ Based on years of research, Maristain interviews Bolaño’s family and friends, 

getting some on the record for the first time

Praise for Bolaño
• “Bolaño: A Biography in Conversations does much to add to our culture’s obsession 

with celebrity and the myths that surround writers in particular . . . A fun and 
enveloping read.” —NPR, Best Books of 2014

• “[A] major contribution . . . to a secondary literature that might cast some light 
on the implications of the Chilean novelist’s work . . . Poignant reading.” —Los 
Angeles Review of Books

About the author and translator
MÓNICA MARISTAIN  is an editor, journalist, and poet. Born in Argentina, she 
has lived in Mexico since 2000. She has written for various national and international 
media, including the Argentine newspapers Clarín, Página/12, and La Nación. She is 
currently the culture editor of SinEmbargo. Her much-cited interview with Roberto 
Bolaño—his last—was published by Melville House in Roberto Bolaño: The Last 
Interview and Other Conversations.

KIT MAUDE translated Jorge Luis Borges: The Last Interview and Other Conversations.
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ON SALE: 
MAY 19
978-1-61219-437-0
$16.95 U.S./CAN.

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

PAPERBACK

192 PAGES, 5 1⁄2” x 8 1⁄4”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-414-1

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Features and interviews in political, 
comedy, general-interest publications 
and websites

“New in Paperback” mentions

Public library selector mailing

Dedicated newsletters to booksellers, 
librarians

Author has large social media 
following

GNARR
HOW I BECAME THE MAYOR OF A LARGE CITY IN 
ICELAND AND CHANGED THE WORLD

JÓN GNARR
Translated by Andrew Brown

“An entertaining reflection on life, politics, and human nature by an original 
and creative individual . . . It’s a tribute to, and manifesto for, participatory 
democracy in the 21st century.”          —PopMatters

It all started when Jón Gnarr founded the Best Party in 2009 to satirize his country’s 
political system. The financial collapse in Iceland had, after all, precipitated the world-
wide meltdown, and fomented widespread protest over the country’s leadership.

Entering the race for mayor of Reykjavík, Iceland’s capital, Gnarr promised to get 
the dinosaurs from Jurassic Park into downtown parks, free towels at public swimming 
pools, a “drug-free Parliament by 2020” . . . and he swore he’d break all his campaign 
promises.

But then something strange started happening: his campaign began to succeed. 
Just like that, a man whose previous foreign-relations experience consisted of a radio 
show (in which he regularly crank-called the White House and police stations in the 
Bronx) was soon meeting international leaders and being taken seriously as the mayor 
of a European capital.

Here, Gnarr recounts how it all happened and, with admirable candor, describes 
his vision of a more enlightened politics for the future. The point, he writes, is not to 
be afraid to get involved—or to take on the system.

Key points and quotes
+ A quirky but inspirational memoir of overcoming personal and political adversity
+ The hardcover publication of Gnarr received massive media attention, including 

multiple NPR appearances across the country and the Late Show with Craig 
Ferguson

+ Gnarr’s American presence is growing—he has now moved to Texas, where 
he’s the first Writer-in-Residence at Rice University’s Center for Energy and 
Environmental Research in the Human Sciences

Praise for Gnarr
• “Jón Gnarr, the greatest accident in politics . . . Integral to Gnarr’s ethos was the 

idea that politics is a crap job, just like any other crap job—so we all have the right 
to become involved just because we feel like it.” —New Statesman (UK)

• “Jón Gnarr has given the mayor profession a new human earnesty with radical 
stand-up style, and has chiseled away the stagnancy in that post with explosive 
humor.” —Björk

• “Certainly my favorite mayor. No competition, in fact.” —Noam Chomsky

About the author and translator
JÓN GNARR  was born in 1967 in Reykjavík. He formed the Best Party in 2009 and 
became the mayor of Reykjavík in 2010. 

ANDREW BROWN ’s recent translations include works by Proust, Zola, Flaubert, 
Stendhal, Rabelais, and Baudelaire.
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ON SALE: 
AUGUST 18
978-1-61219-491-2
$15.95 U.S./CAN.

SPORTS 

PAPERBACK

224 PAGES, 5 1⁄12” x 8 1⁄4”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-416-5

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Author events

National television interviews, 
including morning and daytime talk, 
political shows, and cable news

National radio interviews, including 
NPR and talk radio

Sports media campaign, including 
print, TV, and radio

“New in Paperback” mentions

Online giveaways: Goodreads/Shelf 
Awareness

Public library mailing

AGAINST FOOTBALL
ONE FAN’S RELUCTANT MANIFESTO

STEVE ALMOND
“Almond is a shifty cornerback of a writer: rangy, sarcastic, offbeat. And 
every once in a while, he’ll blindside you with a big hit.”  
           —The New York Times

In the New York Times–bestselling Against Football, Steve Almond details why, after 
forty years as a football fan, he can no longer watch the game he still loves. Using 
a synthesis of memoir, reportage, and cultural critique, Almond asks a series of 
provocative questions:

•	 Does our addiction to football foster a tolerance for violence, greed, racism, 
and homophobia?

•	 What does it mean that our society has transmuted the intuitive physical joys 
of childhood—run, leap, throw, tackle—into a billion-dollar industry?

•	 How did a sport that causes brain damage become such an important emblem 
for our institutions of higher learning?

There has never been a book that exposes the dark underside of America’s favorite 
game with such searing candor.

Key points and quotes
+ A New York Times bestseller
+ A punchy, polemical, and personal look at a fan’s disillusionment—this is the very 

best and most readable book on the subject
+ Extraordinary review, feature, and radio attention, including over a dozen radio 

appearances
+ Almond was a hit at every public appearance—even ones where the audience 

disagreed with him!
+ The 2014–2015 season proved that football is becoming more and more 

controversial, and Almond is poised to keep spreading the gospel

Praise for Against Football
• “[Almond] is a very good writer, and his analysis of problems confronting the 

game today is well done.” —The Washington Post
• “An unapologetic, frontal assault on the game’s role in American culture.” —Los 

Angeles Times
• “Blistering . . . An exasperated, frustrated, wide-ranging argument that the time has 

come to abandon football.” —Linda Holmes, NPR
• “A devastating multi-pronged attack.” —Newsweek

About the author
STEVE ALMOND  was raised in Palo Alto, California, and was a newspaper 
reporter in Texas and Florida before writing his first book, the story collection My 
Life in Heavy Metal. His second book, Candy Freak, a New York Times bestseller, was 
named the Booksense Adult Nonfiction Book of the Year, and won the American 
Library Association Alex Award. His short fiction has been included in The Best 
American Short Stories and Pushcart Prize anthologies, and he writes commentary 
and journalism regularly for The New York Times, The Boston Globe, and Los Angeles 
Times. Almond lives outside Boston with his wife and three children.
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ON SALE: 
SEPTEMBER 8
978-1-61219-451-6
$24.95 U.S./CAN.

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

HARDCOVER

240 PAGES, 5 3⁄4” x 8 1⁄2”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-452-3

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

National author tour, including 
NYC; Washington, D.C.; Baltimore; 
Philadelphia; Los Angeles; and San 
Francisco/Berkeley

National and regional NPR/Pacifica 
radio campaign

New York media campaign, including 
WNYC and daily papers

Coverage in political publications like 
The Nation, Harper’s Magazine, and 
The New Yorker

Online campaign, focusing on dogs: 
features/slideshows on outlets 
like The Huffington Post, BuzzFeed, 
Mashable, Flavorwire

Launch or other event at a dog-
friendly venue

Galleys available for ALA Annual in 
San Francisco

Top 50 librarian mailing

Tumblr/Instagram campaign 

National print review/feature 
coverage

THE DOG WALKER
AN ANARCHIST’S ENCOUNTERS WITH  
THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE CANINE

JOSHUA STEPHENS
A dog book for the 99 percent, The Anarchist Dog Walker is the hugely 
entertaining memoir of an activist who spent a decade as a dog walker for 
the ruling class

Dog walking: it’s every eight-year-old’s dream! You spend your day outdoors; you 
interact exclusively with silly, loving dogs; and you get paid for it. But the reality is . . .  
well, actually, the reality is pretty great, too, at least according to Joshua Stephens’s  
eye-opening memoir of the good, the bad, and the smelly.

In 2002, Stephens was even more broke than usual, and he decided to see what it 
would be like to work in the world’s most open office. His clients—millionaire lawyers, 
millionaire lobbyists, millionaire CEOs—were the people he spent most of his time 
protesting. But the money was good, and the dogs were hilarious, and a new career 
was born. 

In The Dog Walker, Stephens displays an ear and an eye for the perfect anecdote  
and the brilliant, big idea, the pithy portrait, and the damning statistic. At once a 
hilarious fish-out-of-water story to rival The Devil Wears Prada and a work of 
observation that calls to mind Jane Jacobs at her most perceptive, The Dog Walker is 
irresistible. 

Key points and quotes
+ Stephens’s dog-walking collective was profiled on page one of The Washington Post, 

above the fold. (Below the fold? Anthony Weiner’s resignation.) The profile made it 
to Gawker, too

+ Stephens may be an activist during business hours, but he’s a dog lover at heart, 
and his book is full of hilarious stories about everything that can go wrong when 
taking care of man’s best friend

+ From Waiter Rant to Heads in Beds, readers love books that lift the curtain on what 
really happens behind the scenes—this will be a new classic of the genre

About the author
JOSHUA STEPHENS ’s writing has appeared in AlterNet, Truthout, NOW 
Lebanon, Jadaliyya, and Perspectives on Anarchist Theory.
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ON SALE: 
SEPTEMBER 1
978-1-61219-449-3
$25.95 U.S./CAN.

FICTION

HARDCOVER

288 PAGES, 5 3⁄4” x 8 1⁄2”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-450-9

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Review campaign in men’s, mystery/
thriller, and general publications and 
daily newspapers

Galleys available for ALA Annual in 
San Francisco

Reading Group Guide and author Q&A 
available

Feature title in the Melville House 
Reading Groups Newsletter

Top 50 librarian mailing

Targeted bookseller mailing

Online promotion

THE REFLECTION
A NOVEL

HUGO WILCKEN
Hitchcock meets Camus in a terrifying, and terrifyingly smart,  
psychological thriller

When psychiatrist David Manne is asked by a New York City police detective to 
consult on an unusual case, he finds himself being asked to evaluate a criminal—an 
uneducated laborer from the Midwest—who tells David that he’s not who the police 
say he is. David slowly begins to believe this may be true.

Unable to stop himself, David looks into how the police handle the man, and the 
hospital they take him to . . . and he suspects that the man is caught up in some kind 
of secret governmental medical testing. But when David is suddenly caught with a 
patient’s identification papers, he decides on a risky course that seems his only way 
out: to change his identity, and enter even deeper into the conspiracy, if he’s to find 
out how to escape it.

Written in relentlessly probing prose with a delicious plot complication seemingly 
on every page, The Reflection is a chilling and masterful novel of mistaken identity.

Key points and quotes
+ An absorbing and enigmatic mystery, The Reflection is rich with tension, 

dislocation, and mistaken identity
+ A mystery suspenseful and page-turning enough for thriller readers, but stylish 

and complex enough for readers of serious literary fiction
+ Wilcken’s first novel, The Execution, received amazing review attention, and The 

Reflection is a major step forward

Praise for The Execution
• “An exciting, nervy thriller that fulfills the demands of the genre while resonating 

on deeper frequencies.” —The New York Times Book Review
• “While Camus’s specter looms large throughout The Execution, Wilcken ultimately 

pulls it off on his own with an engrossing, twisting narrative. His is an important 
new voice in philosophy wrapped up in literate storytelling.”  
—The Boston Globe

About the author
HUGO WILCKEN is the author of the novel The Execution, and the nonfiction book 
David Bowie’s Low, part of the 33 1/3 series. Both books were critically acclaimed in the 
United States and the UK. After residing for many years in Paris, Wilcken now divides 
his time between London and Sydney.
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ON SALE: 
SEPTEMBER 22
978-1-61219-453-0
$24.95 U.S./CAN.

FICTION

HARDCOVER

288 PAGES, 5 3⁄4” x 8 1⁄2”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-454-7

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Author events in NYC, upstate New 
York, and New England 

Features and reviews in literary, men’s, 
women’s, general-interest publications 
and daily newspapers

Review and feature coverage in 
science fiction outlets

NPR campaign

E-mail blast to writing professors

Galleys on display at Association of 
Writers and Writing Programs 2015

Featured at Modern Language 
Association 2015

Indie Next campaign

NOT ON FIRE, BUT BURNING
A NOVEL

GREG HRBEK
A heart-racing speculative novel ripped from today’s headlines

Twenty-year-old Skyler saw the incident out her window: some sort of metallic object 
hovering over the Golden Gate Bridge just before it collapsed, and then a mushroom 
cloud lifted above the city. Like everyone, she ran, but she couldn’t outrun the radiation.

Flash-forward to a post-incident America, where Muslims have been herded onto 
the old Indian reservations in the west, even though no one has determined who 
set off the explosion that destroyed San Francisco. Twelve-year-old Dorian dreams 
about killing Muslims and about his sister—though Dorian’s parents insist Skyler 
never existed. Are they still shell-shocked, trying to put the past behind them . . . or is 
something more sinister going on?

Meanwhile, Dorian’s neighbor across the street adopts a Muslim orphan from the 
territories. This will set off a series of increasingly terrifying incidents—and will lead 
to either tragedy or redemption for Dorian, as he struggles to prove that his sister 
existed.

Not on Fire, but Burning is a brilliant and absorbing adventure into the dark heart 
of an America that seems all too plausible. Just as powerfully, it introduces us to a 
captivating hero: a young boy driven by love to seek the truth, even if it means his 
deepest beliefs are wrong.

Key points and quotes
+ A haunting vision of post-9/11 America—in its epic sweep and human texture, Not 

on Fire, but Burning is totally believable
+ A serious novel about serious issues, but told in the ultra-compelling style of a 

thriller—for fans of Emily St. John Mandel’s Station Eleven
+ The author has a great critical track record—Not on Fire, but Burning is his long-

awaited follow-up to his critically acclaimed first novel, The Hindenburg Crashes 
Nightly

Praise for The Hindenburg Crashes Nightly
• “Provocative . . . Hrbek writes with an appealing lyricism, and he knows how to 

deliver a bravura scene.” —The New York Times Book Review
• “Irresistible.” —The Atlanta Journal Constitution
• “Sensuous prose and vital characters . . . Magnetic, difficult, strange and well worth 

the read.” —Publishers Weekly
• “Subtle, inventive, moving.” —Kirkus Reviews
• “A compelling story of obsessed passion.” —San Francisco Examiner

About the author
GREG HRBEK  is a former kindergarten teacher who won the James Jones First Novel 
award for his book The Hindenberg Crashes Nightly. His short fiction has appeared in 
Harper’s Magazine and numerous literary journals, and in The Best American Short 
Stories anthology. He is writer in residence at Skidmore College.
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ON SALE: 
OCTOBER 6
978-1-61219-455-4
$25.95 U.S./CAN.

PHILOSOPHY

HARDCOVER

288 PAGES, 5 3⁄4” x 8 1⁄2”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-456-1

WORLD

Marketing and publicity 

Chicago media and author events 

Reviews in science, tech, men’s, 
culture, general-interest publications 
and daily newspapers 

National radio interviews, including 
NPR and talk radio 

Op-eds in major newspapers and 
websites (Salon, Slate, BoingBoing, 
etc.) 

Feature title in the Melville House Fall 
2015 academic e-mail

WE, ROBOTS
STAYING HUMAN IN THE AGE OF BIG DATA

CURTIS WHITE
From the author of the controversial The Science Delusion, a rousing and 
necessary tussle with technology—and the elites who believe it will solve 
everything

Can technology solve all our problems? You’d think that the existence of the atomic 
bomb, the AK-47, and the subprime mortgage would prevent an answer any more 
enthusiastic than a very qualified yes. Yet many of our most famous journalists, 
pundits, and economists seem to think that “intelligent machines” and big data are a 
source of infinite good. This is the story they’re telling us: that we should stop worrying 
and love our robot future.

But just because you tell a story over and over again doesn’t make it true—indeed, 
it often makes that story more dangerous. In We, Robots, Curtis White sets his sights 
on the so-called thinkers who are convinced that the future is rose-colored and 
technologically enhanced. Labor, they say, will be flexible; government regulation will 
be redundant; and Tesla, Uber, and Google will run our lives—and we’ll be grateful 
for it!

With tremendous erudition and a punchy wit, White shows us how we’ve been 
deluded by technology before, and how we should be skeptical of anyone who tells 
us to put aside our individuality. Instead, we should take our humanity seriously, and 
introduce more contingency, humor, and open-endedness into our lives. Technology 
needn’t be the answer, he suggests, because we’re doing just fine on our own.

Key points and quotes
+ Like On Bullshit a decade earlier, We, Robots cuts through the hype in an 

entertaining but serious way: we should be wary, White says, of people trying very 
hard to sell us something

+ More and more writers (Jaron Lanier, Evgeny Morozov, Jacob Silverman) are 
writing about our obsessions with technology, but no one writes with as much 
style and punchiness as White

+ The Science Delusion was talked about and reviewed everywhere, and it sets up We, 
Robots—an even more ambitious book—very well indeed

Praise for The Science Delusion
• “A symptomatic tour of the real sense of anxiety about the disenchantment of all 

those qualities that make us feel most alive and unique in the world.” —The New 
York Times Book Review

• “An important and necessary book.” —Philadelphia Review of Books 
• “White’s prose is fluid and often enjoyable . . . White clearly knows his stuff when it 

comes to classic literature, and offers an interesting sidebar on the development of 
Romanticism.” —Willamette Week

About the author
CURTIS WHITE  is the author of The Science Delusion, and of the novels Memories 
of My Father Watching TV and Requiem, among other works. A widely acclaimed 
essayist, he has had work appear in Harper’s Magazine, Lapham’s Quarterly, Orion, 
and Playboy. His book The Middle Mind: Why Americans Don’t Think for Themselves 
was an international bestseller in 2003, and was praised by David Foster Wallace as 
“cogent, acute, beautiful, and true.” 

ALSO AVAILABLE:

The Science  
Delusion
978-1-61219-390-8
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ON SALE: 
OCTOBER 13
978-1-61219-476-9
$25.95 U.S./CAN.

FICTION

HARDCOVER

320 PAGES, 6” x 9”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-477-6

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Author events along the East Coast 
and in Austin 

Features, reviews, and interviews in 
men’s, literary, culture/pop culture, 
general-interest publications and daily 
newspapers 

Online features and interviews

Review attention for debut author in 
daily newspapers

Submit to Publishers Weekly and 
Kirkus Fall Preview issues, as well as 
Publishers Weekly First Fiction

Pitch to ABA “Indies Introduce” and 
Indie Next

Galleys on display at Association of 
Writers and Writing Programs 2015 

Featured at Modern Language 
Association 2015 

Indie bookstore galley mailing 

Indie Next campaign

RULES FOR WEREWOLVES
A NOVEL

KIRK LYNN
In the tradition of Colson Whitehead’s Zone One, a visionary debut novel 
about shelter, escape, family, violence, and Dumpster-diving (oh, and the 
mortgage crisis) (and, maybe, evil mythical beings)

Malcolm, Tanya, Bobert, Susan, Anquille, and Angel are squatters, occupiers, invaders. 
They’ve run away from their homes and their pasts, and now they’re roaming through 
the half-empty suburbs, never staying in one place long enough to attract attention. 

Told through unattributed dialogue, Rules for Werewolves follows this group of 
young men and women as they move from house to house and, occasionally, commit 
acts of terrible violence. They’re building a new society with strict new laws, and no 
one—not cops, not even innocent bystanders—will stand in their way. But utopias are 
hard work, and as Rules for Werewolves unfolds, these young revolutionaries discover 
that it’s much harder to break laws than to enforce them.

For fans of Toby Barlow’s Sharp Teeth, Kirk Lynn’s debut novel is a hilarious and 
deeply affecting story of people trying—and failing—to create a new life. At once a 
fractured fairy tale and a haunting vision of American society in decline, Rules for 
Werewolves marks the arrival of a fiercely talented new writer.

Key points and quotes
+ This is a big, ambitious debut novel that tackles big themes—survival, friendship, 

social collapse—in a stylish and engaging way 
+ An original and literary novel, Rules for Werewolves toys with genre in compelling 

ways—think Colson Whitehead’s Zone One, or Victor LaValle’s The Devil in Silver 
+ Kirk Lynn is a graduate of the powerhouse Michener Center at the University of 

Texas—alma mater of Kevin Powers, Philipp Meyer, and many other big writers 

Praise for Rules for Werewolves
•	“Funny,	dark,	weird,	and	addictive	.	.	.	At	turns	I	was	reminded	of	Christopher	

Moore and Chuck Palahniuk, but really, Lynn’s voice is all his own.” 
     —Julie Wernersbach, BookPeople (Austin, TX)
• “Lynn holds the tension taut as the action is always on the verge of chaos or 

spinning out of control . . . Rules for Werewolves is propelling and, even though 
most of the violence happens offstage, jarring. It has elements of some of my 
favorite authors like Dennis Cooper, Russell Banks, and Sam Shepard while  
never feeling necessarily influenced by them—it stands as its own new and  
exciting work.” —Steven Salardino, Skylight Books (Los Angeles, CA)

•	“Rules for Werewolves is different and truly unique—and is a ton of fun to read. It’s 
a novel that will appeal to a broad base, and fans of books like Mark Danielewski’s 
House of Leaves, in particular, will find much to love about it. I hope Rules for 
Werewolves finds the big audience it deserves!” —Bill Carl, Wellesley Books 
(Wellesley, MA)

About the author
KIRK LYNN is one of six coproducing artistic directors of Rude Mechs theater 
collective. He is the head of the Playwriting and Directing Area in the Department 
of Theatre and Dance at the University of Texas at Austin. He received his MFA from 
the Michener Center for Writers, and lives in Austin with his wife, the poet Carrie 
Fountain, and their children. 
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THE BIOGRAPHICAL 
DICTIONARY OF LITERARY 
FAILURE
C. D. ROSE
Introduction by Andrew Gallix

“Rose writes with wit, playfulness and an impressive knowledge . . . An 
author to reckon with, one whom Borges and Max Beerbohm would have 
admired . . . We haven’t heard the last of C. D. Rose.”   —The Washington Post

From Victorian literature to the Beats to contemporary writers, The Biographical 
Dictionary of Literary Failure is your essential guide to the writers no one knows. 

Editors laughed at Hans Kafka and told him to change his terrible pen name. (It 
wasn’t a pen name.) Casimir Adamowitz-Krostowicki asked his friend to burn all his 
work if he didn’t make it back from the war. His death was misreported, and his life’s 
work went up in smoke. 

Meet the authors who never made it into the canon: some with projects so 
ambitious they die writing; others so obsessed with being concise they only compose 
a single blank page. Written in the voice of a stodgy old editor, and illustrated with 
old portraits, this is a wildly funny fake-reference book for bibliophiles everywhere.

Key points and quotes
+ Unanimously characterized as “hilarious” and even “snot-throwingly funny,” The 

Biographical Dictionary of Literary Failure was named one of Flavorwire’s 50 Best 
Independent Fiction and Poetry Books of 2014 and The Guardian’s Best Gift Books 
of 2014

+ Smart, cheeky, and clever, this is the kind of ingenious book that lets the reader in 
on the joke

+ This book made for a great literary gift in hardcover, and it’ll make for an even 
better one in paperback—it’s fully illustrated and designed by Sam Potts, who has 
worked for McSweeney’s and designed John Hodgman’s books 

Praise for The Biographical Dictionary of Literary Failure
• “Humorous, high-toned and absurd . . . It’s a fun book.” —Dallas Morning News
• “A mesmerizing and hilarious little book.” —Flavorwire 
• “Spend an hour with it . . . for a bracing, mordant reminder of why almost nothing 

is really worth bothering with.” —The Paris Review, staff picks
• “This selection may appear to break the rules, but this hilarious ‘dictionary’ of 

literary may not be as non-fictional as you think. It helped inspire my new favorite 
life-negating maxim: fail worse and go out on bottom.” —Flavorwire, 50 Best 
Independent Fiction and Poetry Books of 2014

About the author
C. D.  ROSE  was born in Manchester at the tail end of the 1960s. He has lived and 
worked in half a dozen different countries, but now resides in Norwich, where he 
received an MA in creative writing at the University of East Anglia. His story “Arkady 
who couldn’t see and Artem who couldn’t hear” was listed for the Sunday Times/EFG 
Bank award (the world’s richest short story prize) in 2013, and he has been published 
in Granta. Ironically, a work about failure has turned out to be his greatest success.
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CONTRABAND COCKTAILS
HOW AMERICA DRANK WHEN IT WASN’T  
SUPPOSED TO

PAUL DICKSON
In 48 recipes and dozens of photos, a lively and informative guide to the 
most popular cocktails from Prohibition to the present day

Did you know there were 32,000 speakeasies in New York City during Prohibition? 
And that most of the cocktails we know today were invented by Americans who fled 
Prohibition for France or Germany after the country went dry? Indeed, Prohibition 
proved to be the cocktail’s golden age.

Here’s a book full of stories, photos, and trivia, to be enjoyed alone or with  
friends . . . but always responsibly! This is just a small sample:

•	 The Bloody Mary was first mixed in the early 1920s by an Ohio-born 
bartender named Fernand “Pete” Petiot, at the Paris bar that would be later 
known as Harry’s New York Bar.

•	 A mother, afraid that her daughter might drink at parties, also became a 
major bootlegger, rolling gin barrels around the living room to “age” them 
before 5 p.m.

•	 Included are select recipes from Cocktail Recipes Mixed by Famous People for 
a Famous Hotel, whose contributors included Ernest Hemingway, Theodore 
Dreiser, Edgar Rice Burroughs, the Marx brothers, Marlene Dietrich, H. L. 
Mencken, and W. C. Fields. 

Key points and quotes
+ A lush, fully illustrated book that’s one part cultural history, one part recipe book, 

and one part vocabulary lesson—you’ll learn the origin of terms like “blind pig” 
and “clip joint”

+ Contraband Cocktails has an amazing cast of characters—from Gatsby and his 
fictional compatriots to real bootleggers like George Cassiday, who unabashedly 
supplied the House and the Senate with booze during Prohibition 

+ Contraband Cocktails includes 48 actual heritage cocktail recipes, which will 
appeal to connoisseurs of all things authentic and speakeasy-related

Praise for Drunk
• “A splendid new book.” —Ben Schott, The New York Times 
• “Where else could we learn that 30 years after the term plastered entered the drunk 

lexicon, the Arizona Lath and Plaster Institute would protest the use of the term?” 
—Carolyn Kellogg, Los Angeles Times

• “Reading through these definitions, accompanied by Brian Rea’s charming 
drawings, is so immensely pleasurable that it’s intoxicating. Just like the title 
suggests.” —Time Out Chicago 

About the author 
PAUL DICKSON is the author of more than sixty-five nonfiction books and 
hundreds of magazine articles. Although he has written on a variety of subjects, from 
ice cream to kite flying to electronic warfare, he now concentrates on writing about 
the American language, baseball, and twentieth-century history. His most recent titles 
include The Dickson Baseball Dictionary, Sputnik: The Shock of the Century, and Slang: 
A Topical Dictionary of Americanisms. 
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THE DAY THE RENAISSANCE 
WAS SAVED
THE BATTLE OF ANGHIARI AND DA VINCI’S  
LOST MASTERPIECE

NICCOLO CAPPONI
Translated by André Naffis-Sahely

In the tradition of big-picture histories like The Swerve, a riveting account 
of a battle that changed the course of history—and a lost masterpiece by 
Leonardo da Vinci

When the armies of Florence, Venice, and the Papal States clashed with the forces 
of the Republic of Milan on June 29, 1440, the outcome would bring the Medicis to 
power and lead to the Renaissance. 

Into this deeply researched and groundbreaking book on the little-known battle 
of Anghiari, Niccolo Capponi weaves the story of a lost fresco that Leonardo da Vinci 
was commissioned to paint to commemorate the battle on the wall of the Palazzo 
Vecchio—directly across from his rival, Michelangelo. Da Vinci abandoned the work 
and it was soon painted over. Now, hundreds of years later, the Italian researcher has 
proved that da Vinci’s original art is still there, and he’s working to uncover it. 

Niccolo Capponi’s  The Day the Renaissance Was Saved  combines a thrilling 
narrative of battle with the mystery of a famous painting gone missing. It rolls military 
history, art history, and political history all into one, with a heavy dose of the ever-
fascinating Medicis—who schemed, plotted, and funded the creation of masterpieces 
right alongside the author’s family. 

Key points and quotes
+ Capponi’s thoroughly researched and compulsively readable account is the first 

full-length book about the battle of Anghiari
+ The story of a lost da Vinci turns an already gripping book into an art-historical 

treasure hunt
+ Medicis, mercenaries, Machiavelli, plus a few backstabbing artists and scheming 

popes—this is appealing, big-picture Renaissance history 
+ Capponi is a direct descendant of two people who play key roles in the book—

Machiavelli himself and Nero Capponi, who developed the military strategy that 
was partly responsible for the victory. Capponi is a media-savvy count who lives in 
a palazzo and has appeared on History Channel and PBS documentaries

  Praise for Victory of the West: The Great Christian-Muslim Clash  
at the Battle of Lepanto 

• “Capponi lives up to his reputation in his first major U.S. publication. A fresh, 
multilayered analysis.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) 

• “Great attention to detail . . . An absorbing and even thrilling account.” —Booklist

About the author and translator
NICCOLO CAPPONI  is descended from one of Florence’s most prominent families 
and is a historian, professor, and author of many books on Renaissance Italy, the 
Spanish Civil War, and the Samurai. 

ANDRÉ NAFFIS-SAHELY  is a poet, critic, and translator from French and Italian. 
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THE VISITORS
A NOVEL

SIMON SYLVESTER
An engrossing and atmospheric novel for fans of Tana French, “as dark, sad, 
and enchanting as any fireside folktale” (The List) 

Nobody moves to the remote Scottish island of Bancree, and few leave—but leaving is 
exactly what seventeen-year-old Flora intends to do. So when a mysterious man and 
his daughter move into isolated Dog Cottage, Flo is curious. What could have brought 
these strangers to the island? The man is seductive but radiates menace, while Flora 
finds a kindred spirit in his daughter, Alisa. 

Life on Bancree becomes desperate as people begin to disappear. Reports of 
missing islanders fill press and unnerve the community. When a body washes ashore, 
suspicion turns to the newcomers on Dog Rock. Flo asks local residents for anything 
they know about Selkies, the mythical women who can turn from seal to human and 
back again. 

Convinced of her new neighbors’ innocence, Flo is fiercely determined to protect 
her friend Alisa. Can the answer to the disappearances, and to the pull of her own 
heart, lie out there, beyond the waves?

Key points and quotes
+ Haunting and mysterious, The Visitors is a skillful combination of ancient folklore 

and a riveting thriller
+ Like Neil Gaiman and Iain Banks, Sylvester updates old stories in a contemporary 

setting
+ The Visitors won The Guardian’s prestigious Not the Booker Prize in 2014 
+ The protagonists of this novel are two strong, independent teenage girls, making 

the book perfect for YA crossover readers

Praise for The Visitors
• “Fantastic . . . There’s no denying that Sylvester has a gift for [story]telling.”  

—Sam Jordison, The Guardian
• “An astonishingly assured debut . . . A contemporary twist on an old fisherman’s 

myth complete with an immensely atmospheric setting, a strong yet sympathetic 
central character and a missing persons mystery that’ll keep you guessing till all is 
said and done—and then some.” —Tor.com

About the author
SIMON SYLVESTER  is a writer, teacher, and filmmaker whose stories are 
published regularly in literary journals. He lives in Cumbria with his partner and 
their daughter, Isadora. 
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GOOD ON PAPER
A NOVEL

RACHEL CANTOR
The highly anticipated second novel from a writer Emily St. John Mandel 
calls “sharp, witty, and immensely entertaining”

Is a new life possible? Because Shira Greene’s life hasn’t quite turned out as planned. 
Shira is a permanent temp, with a few short stories published in minor literary 
magazines and a PhD on Dante’s Vita Nuova abandoned halfway. 

Her life has some happy certainties, though: she lives with her friend Ahmad, and 
her daughter, Andi, on the Upper West Side. They’re an unconventional family, but 
a real one, with Friday-night dinner rituals, private jokes, and the shared joys and 
strains of any other family. 

So when she gets the call from Romei, the winner of last year’s Nobel Prize and 
the irascible idol of grad students everywhere, who tells her he wants her to translate 
his new book, Shira is happy, but stunned. Suddenly, Shira sees a new beckoning—
academic glory, a career as a literary translator, and even love (with a part-time rabbi 
and owner of the neighborhood indie bookstore). Until, that is, Romei starts sending 
her pages from the manuscript, and she realizes that something odd is going on: his 
book may in fact be untranslatable.

A deft, funny, and big-hearted book about second chances, Good on Paper is a 
grand novel of family, friendship, and possibility. 

Key points and quotes
+ Good on Paper is, in part, the story of a marvelously unconventional family, but its 

focus on motherhood and the unexpected possibilities of romance is timeless 
+ A major leap forward for an acclaimed author, Good on Paper is perfect for book 

clubs and readers of women’s fiction—it will considerably enlarge Cantor’s already 
large audience

+ A Highly Unlikely Scenario received rave reviews from a wide range of media—
everything from The New York Times Book Review to io9 to Cosmopolitan

+ A Highly Unlikely Scenario was also a Millions bestseller for six months in a row—
until it was retired for staying on the list too long! 

Praise for A Highly Unlikely Scenario
• “A story about storytelling, believing and listening . . . Ultimately a history of our 

own strange world.” —The New York Times Book Review
• “Ultimately . . . it’s family Cantor cares about . . . Familial wisdom and love lost and 

found and shared anew, finally, conquering all.” —The Daily Beast
• “[Cantor’s] imagination is exhilarating—A Highly Unlikely Scenario will appeal 

to fans of sci-fi and people who just like to laugh.” —Cosmopolitan, 10 Books by 
Women You Have to Read This Spring

About the author
RACHEL CANTOR  was raised in Rome and Connecticut. She is the acclaimed 
author of the novel A Highly Unlikely Scenario, and her short stories have appeared 
in The Paris Review, One Story, Ninth Letter, The Kenyon Review, among other 
publications. She has received fellowships from Yaddo, the MacDowell Colony, the 
Millay Colony, the Djerassi Resident Artists Program, and elsewhere, and has been 
a scholar at the Bread Loaf, Sewanee, and Wesleyan writing conferences. She lives in 
Brooklyn. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:

A Highly  
Unlikely Scenario
978-1-61219-264-2

THE DEEP SEA DIVER’S SYNDROME  SERGE BRUSSOLO
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THE DEEP SEA DIVER’S 
SYNDROME
A NOVEL

SERGE BRUSSOLO
Translated by Edward Gauvin

An undisputed French master of the fantastic—as prolific as Stephen King, 
as original as Philip K. Dick—now in English for the first time

In The Deep Sea Diver’s Syndrome, lucid dreamers called mediums dive into their 
dreams to retrieve ectoplasms—sticky blobs with curiously soothing properties that 
are the only form of art in the world. The more elaborate the dream, the better the 
ectoplasm.

David Sarella is a medium whose dream identity is a professional thief. With his 
beautiful accomplice Nadia, he breaks into jewelry stores and museums, lifts precious 
diamonds, and when he wakes, the loot turns into ectoplasms to be sold and displayed. 

Only the dives require an extraordinary amount of physical effort, and as David 
ages, they become more difficult. His dream world—or is it the real world?—grows 
unstable. Any dive could be his last, forever tearing him away from Nadia and their 
high-octane, Bond-like adventures. 

David decides to go down one final time, in the deepest, most extravagant dive 
ever attempted. But midway through, he begins to lose control, and the figures in the 
massive painting he’s trying to steal suddenly come to life . . . and start shooting. 

Key points and quotes
+ This novel’s haunting strangeness and wild imagination make it an heir to Blade 

Runner—fans of Ridley Scott, Terry Gilliam, and the Wachowski brothers are in 
for a treat 

+ The Deep Sea Diver’s Syndrome is a modern classic in its native France, so it’s a 
perfect word-of-mouth book for readers and booksellers—some of the best, most 
wildly imaginative and suspenseful noir-inflected sci-fi since Philip K. Dick

+ Like The Bone Clocks, Blindness, and the Southern Reach Trilogy, The Deep Sea 
Diver’s Syndrome is a great example of genre-influenced literary fiction 

+ Brussolo already has a big American champion in Jeff VanderMeer and his Weird 
Fiction Review, and we’ll be reaching out to other big names to help position this 
major book

About the author and translator
SERGE BRUSSOLO  is the author of nearly two hundred books in every possible 
genre—dark fantasy, horror, historical fiction, young adult fiction, thrillers, and 
literary fiction. His books are consistently bestsellers, have won every major French 
science-fiction prize, are considered modern classics, and have been made into films. 

EDWARD GAUVIN  translates from French with a focus on fantasy, science fiction, 
and graphic novels. 
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SOPHIA
A NOVEL

MICHAEL BIBLE
“You’ll smile with joy turning every page.”     —Barry Hannah 

Reverend Maloney isn’t the world’s greatest spiritual adviser. He drinks gin out of his 
coffee cup and has sex dreams about the Holy Ghost. His best friend, Eli, isn’t perfect 
either, but he’s a chess genius, and Maloney sees an opportunity to travel around 
the country so Eli can win major chess tournament after chess tournament (while 
Maloney pockets the winnings). 

Chased by a blind headhunter named Jack Cataract, Maloney, his girlfriend, and 
Eli race across North America and around New York City, from Washington Square 
Park to a jet-ski ride to the great green gown of Lady Liberty. 

In this uproariously funny, unabashedly sexy, and highly anticipated novel, Michael 
Bible delivers a devastating story about the American South, chess tournaments, and 
one debaucherous reverend’s struggle with spirituality. In the vein of Nicholson Baker 
and Barry Hannah, Sophia is an adventure with a raunchy and obviously flawed cast 
of characters, written with enormous heart. 

Key points and quotes
+ At once formally daring and wholly entertaining, Sophia marks the arrival of an 

heir to the great risk-taking Southern tradition of Barry Hannah, Padgett Powell, 
and Wells Tower

+ This is a long-awaited step into the big leagues by a writer much admired in the 
literary world

+ The author was a bookseller at Square Books, one of the finest independent 
bookstores in the country

Praise for Cowboy Malone’s Electric City
• “It’s Hunter S. Thompson and William Burroughs on a road trip, high on peyote, 

their hearts broken, Denis Johnson looking to get naked in the sand . . . You slow 
down for a moment, and enter the nostalgic world that Michael Bible has created 
and wonder if there is any way to stay there.” —The Nervous Breakdown 

About the author
MICHAEL BIBLE  is originally from North Carolina. He studied under Barry 
Hannah at the University of Mississippi and worked with David Milch adapting 
William Faulkner’s Light in August for HBO. His writing has appeared in Oxford 
American, The Paris Review Daily, Al Jazeera America, ESPN: The Magazine, and New 
York Tyrant. 
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THE HAPPY MARRIAGE
A NOVEL

TAHAR BEN JELLOUN
Translated by André Naffis-Sahely

“Ben Jelloun is arguably Morocco’s greatest living author, whose impressive 
body of work combines intellect and imagination in magical fusion.”  
         —The Guardian

In The Happy Marriage, the internationally acclaimed Moroccan author Tahar Ben 
Jelloun tells the story of one couple—first from the husband’s point of view, then from 
the wife’s—just as legal reforms are about to change women’s rights forever.

The husband, a painter in Casablanca, has been paralyzed by a stroke at the very 
height of his career and becomes convinced that his marriage is the sole reason for 
his decline. 

Walled up within his illness and desperate to break free of a deeply destructive 
relationship, he finds escape in writing a secret book about his hellish marriage. When 
his wife finds it, she responds point by point with her own version of the facts, offering 
her own striking and incisive reinterpretation of their story.

Who is right and who is wrong? A thorny issue in a society where marriage remains 
a sacrosanct institution, but where there’s also a growing awareness of women’s rights. 
And in their absorbing struggle, both sides of this modern marriage find out they may 
not be so enlightened after all.

Key points and quotes
+ Tahar Ben Jelloun has been awarded the Prix Goncourt, the Prix Ulysse, and the 

IMPAC, and is frequently short-listed for the Nobel. Born in Morocco, he studied 
at the Sorbonne; he is one of the most lauded French-language writers alive today 

+ Tahar Ben Jelloun is an internationally bestselling author who has been called  
the spokesman for the Arab Revolution

+ The Happy Marriage is set in 2003, the year before reforms to the Mudawwana, the 
family code, took effect—a critical moment for women’s rights. The reforms raised 
the minimum age for a woman to marry from fifteen to eighteen, made divorce by 
mutual consent possible, and removed the emphasis on a wife’s duty to obey her 
husband

Praise for Tahar Ben Jelloun
• “A writer of social and moral acuteness.” —Los Angeles Times 
• “A writer of much originality, succeeds brilliantly in infusing his story with a 

melancholy that attaches itself not just to Ahmed but also to the Arab world.”  
—Chicago Tribune 

• “Hauntingly poetic and original.” —The Times Literary Supplement

About the author and translator
TAHAR BEN JELLOUN is an award-winning and internationally bestselling 
Moroccan novelist, essayist, critic, and poet. Regularly short-listed for the Nobel 
Prize, he is also a frequent contributor to Le Monde, La Repubblica, El País, Panorama, 
The New Yorker, and The Paris Review. 

ANDRÉ NAFFIS-SAHELY  is a poet, critic, and translator from French and Italian.
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ADA’S ALGORITHM
HOW LORD BYRON’S DAUGHTER ADA LOVELACE 
LAUNCHED THE DIGITAL AGE

JAMES ESSINGER
“[An] engrossing biography.”              —The New York Times Book Review

More than 150 years after her death, a widely used scientific computer program was 
named “Ada,” after Ada Lovelace, daughter of the famous Lord Byron—and arguably 
the world’s first computer programmer. 

Once pioneers such as Alan Turing began to rediscover her, Lovelace emerged as 
a key, overlooked figure in the invention of the computer, and she has since become 
something of an internet star—embraced by women in technology, graphic novelists, 
and even the steampunk community. 

In Ada’s Algorithm, James Essinger makes the case that the computer age could 
have started two centuries earlier if Lovelace’s contemporaries had only recognized her 
research, and that Charles Babbage, generally credited with inventing the computer, 
couldn’t have done it without her. 

Based on ten years of research and filled with fascinating characters—Charles 
Dickens and Walter Scott read to Lovelace at her deathbed—and numerous illustra-
tions, Ada’s Algorithm tells the remarkable story of the woman who revolutionized 
modern technology at a time when science was considered “beyond the strength of  
a woman’s physical power of application.”

Key points and quotes
+ Published just in time for International Ada Lovelace Day (October 13) and 

Lovelace’s 200th birthday this year (December 10)
+ Terrific reviews in major papers, tech blogs, and feminist publications, along with 

an Indie Next selection Pick! 
+ Lovelace’s profile is bigger than ever after Walter Isaacson’s enormously successful 

The Innovators. Isaacson says that Lovelace, “like Steve Jobs, stands at the 
intersection of arts and technology” 

Praise for Ada’s Algorithm
• “A revealing firsthand look into Ada’s life and her relationship with Babbage, 

relying heavily on their journal entries and letters to each other . . . One of the 
most innovative minds of the 19th century.” —The Boston Globe 

• “A tantalizing topic . . . The story of a society proceeding irrevocably but 
ambivalently into the modern age, enthralled by advances in science and 
technology, adapting to new social mores, and yet still beholden to many 
antiquated traditions.” —The Wall Street Journal

• “A fine new Lovelace biography.” —Slate 

About the author
JAMES ESSINGER  is a writer with a particular interest in the history of ideas 
that have had a practical impact on the modern world. His book Jacquard’s Web: How 
a Hand-Loom Led to the Birth of the Information Age was chosen as one of the top 5 
popular science books of 2004 by The Economist. 
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ON SALE: 
JANUARY 12, 2016
978-1-61219-467-7
$16.95 U.S./CAN.

FICTION

PAPERBACK

368 PAGES, 5 1⁄2” x 8 1⁄4”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-381-6

NORTH AMERICA

Marketing and publicity

“New in Paperback” mentions

Finished copy mailing to reader’s 
groups

E-mail blast to 1,500 book clubs in the 
United States

Bookseller newsletter 

Featured title and giveaway at the 
National Council of Teachers of 
English 

EVERLASTING LANE
A NOVEL

ANDREW LOVETT
An Indie Next pick and an engrossing debut novel of childhood friendship and 
dark family secrets, in the tradition of The Secret Garden and Stand by Me

Andrew Lovett’s timeless coming-of-age tale Everlasting Lane tells the story of what 
happens when nine-year-old Peter’s father dies and his mother moves them from the 
city to a house in the countryside, for what seem to Peter to be mysterious reasons. 

He’s soon distracted, though, by the difficulties of being the new, shy kid at school, 
and he befriends two other outcasts: overweight Tommie and too-smart-for-her-own-
good Anna-Marie. Together they try to weather the storm of bullying teachers and 
fellow students by escaping into explorations of the seemingly bucolic countryside. 

There, though, they find even more eccentric outcasts: cranky Mr. Merridew, who 
won’t leave his cottage in the woods, and Scarecrow Man, who stands in the fields 
searching the skies. Meanwhile, Peter is disturbed by the growing awareness that his 
own mother may be some sort of outcast too—and that she’s hiding something from 
him in a locked room in the attic, a room she’s expressly forbidden him from entering. 

Written in beautiful prose, Everlasting Lane is a captivating, absorbing, and 
suspenseful evocation of the spells of childhood: sun-soaked, nostalgic, with the soft 
focus and warm glow of a Polaroid—but it’s darker than it seems. Will Peter and his 
mother find light in that darkness? 

Key points and quotes
+ Everlasting Lane was an Indie Next pick and one of Library Journal’s Key Indie 

Fiction Books for the Fall 2014–Winter 2015 season—and it got fantastic support 
from booksellers

+ A coming-of-age story with a dark edge, this is a perfect book for book clubs, and 
the paperback includes a Reading Group Guide to inspire discussion

A Boston Globe Pick of the Week

Praise for Everlasting Lane
• “Captures the dreaminess of childhood, and the small details that make it 

nightmarish as well . . . An ode to the last days of true child-ness and all their 
complications, frustrations, urges, and pains.” —Cleaver Magazine

• “An unusual, childlike journey salted with moments of stark truth . . . Draw[s] 
the reader quietly into the heart of a novel where both light and darkness abide—
inside a stunning revelation.” —Curled Up with a Good Book

About the author
ANDREW LOVETT  lives near York, England, with his family. Everlasting Lane, 
which is based in part on his own childhood, is his first novel.
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A celebrated series of pocket-sized interview collections, featuring  
conversations with some of the most iconic writers and thinkers of our time

TH E  L A S T  I N T E RV I E W

ROBERTO BOLAÑO
978-1-61219-095-2

DAVID FOSTER WALLACE
978-1-61219-206-2

LEARNING TO LIVE FINALLY  
(JACQUES DERRIDA)
978-1-61219-094-5

JORGE LUIS BORGES
978-1-61219-204-8

KURT VONNEGUT
978-1-61219-090-7

HANNAH ARENDT
978-1-61219-311-3

JAMES BALDWIN
978-1-61219-400-4

RAY BRADBURY
978-1-61219-421-9

ERNEST HEMINGWAY
978-1-61219-522-3
ON SALE: DECEMBER 15

NORA EPHRON
978-1-61219-524-7
ON SALE: DECEMBER 15

PHILIP K. DICK
978-1-61219-526-1
ON SALE: DECEMBER 15
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ON SALE: 
JANUARY 27
978-1-61219-478-3
$15.95 U.S./CAN.

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

PAPERBACK

128 PAGES, 5 1⁄2” x 8 1⁄4”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-479-0

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

National media campaign

Finished copy mailing to booksellers, 
librarians, academics

Display at the Modern Language 
Association Conference

Display at regional bookseller 
conferences

Academic e-mail to Writing and 
English Professors

Last Interview series promotion to 
libraries, bookstores

Features and reviews in men’s, music, 
culture, pop culture, arts, fashion, and 
general interest outlets

Coverage in music magazines and 
websites: Rolling Stone, Spin, Pitchfork

Shelf Awareness ad campaign

LOU REED
THE LAST INTERVIEW AND OTHER CONVERSATIONS

A revealing collection of interviews with one of the greatest artists in the 
history of rock and roll—as brilliant, punchy, and blustery as the man himself

There is no metaphor too grand when it comes to the impact of the Velvet Underground 
on music and culture—indeed, there may be no more influential band in the history of 
rock and roll. After the breakup of the Velvet Underground, Reed would continue to 
shape music and art for four decades. At the time of his death in 2013, he was a living 
legend.

Lou Reed: The Last Interview and Other Conversations provides an extraordinary 
window into the creative process of one of rock music’s most unusually gifted figures. 
What is particularly striking about these interviews, which cover a broad swathe of 
Reed’s life, is his focus not on music but on literature. A poet and a photographer, 
Reed was always comfortable in other genres, but in this book he makes a case for 
himself as a novelist—a writer whose albums, “when listened to back to back, add up 
to the great American novel.”

These conversations find the famously combative Reed in a mostly generous 
mood, expounding on the music and literature that shaped him, the sounds he was 
looking for, and the culture he was part of—and opposed to. This is an absolutely 
essential book about a real American classic.

Key points and quotes
+ The first collection of interviews with Lou Reed—this is a groundbreaking new 

look at an American legend
+ This book features interviews with Reed conducted by luminaries like Lester 

Bangs, Neil Gaiman, and Paul Auster, among others

Praise for Lou Reed
• “He was our generation’s New York poet, championing its misfits as Whitman had 

championed its workingman and Lorca its persecuted.” —Patti Smith
• “He was a master.” —David Bowie
• “Thank God for those, like Lou, who move within their own laws, otherwise 

imagine how dull the world would be.” —Morrissey

About the author
LOU REED  was born in Brooklyn in 1942, and grew up on Long Island. He studied 
at Syracuse University with the poet Delmore Schwartz, and in 1964, he founded the 
Velvet Underground with John Cale. In 1967, the band released its debut album, The 
Velvet Underground & Nico, probably the most acclaimed album in rock-and-roll 
history. (It was hailed by Rolling Stone as “the most prophetic rock album ever made.”) 
After the band’s breakup in 1973, Reed went on to have an extraordinarily successful 
solo career, releasing such beloved albums as Transformer, Berlin, and New York. 
Over his forty years as a solo artist, Reed collaborated with a huge number of artists 
and musicians and produced a number of major productions, including a series of 
concerts based on his album Berlin, staged at St. Ann’s Warehouse in Brooklyn, in 
2006—a collaboration with the artist Julian Schnabel. He died of liver disease in 2013.
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ON SALE: 
JANUARY 27
978-1-61219-480-6
$15.95 U.S./CAN.

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

PAPERBACK

128 PAGES, 5 1⁄2” x 8 1⁄4”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-481-3

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

National media campaign

Finished copy mailing to booksellers, 
librarians, academics

Display at the Modern Language 
Association Conference

Display at regional bookseller 
conferences

Academic e-mail to writing and 
English professors

Last Interview series promotion to 
libraries, bookstores

GABRIEL GARCÍA MÁRQUEZ
THE LAST INTERVIEW AND OTHER CONVERSATIONS

EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY DAVID STREITFELD

An intimate and lively collection of interviews with a giant of twentieth-
century literature—the only collection of interviews with García Márquez 
available

Hailed by The New York Times as a “conjurer of literary magic,” Nobel Prize–winning 
author Gabriel García Márquez is known to millions of readers worldwide as the 
author of One Hundred Years of Solitude. 

In addition to the first-ever English translation of García Márquez’s last interview, 
this unprecedented volume includes his first interview, conducted while he was in the 
throes of writing One Hundred Years of Solitude, which reveals the young writer years 
before the extraordinary onslaught of success that would make him a household name 
around the world. Also featured is a series of unusually wide-ranging conversations 
with García Márquez’s friend Plinio Apuleyo Mendoza—surely the only interview 
with García Márquez that includes the writer’s insights into both the meaning of true 
love and the validity of superstitions.

Gabriel García Márquez: The Last Interview and Other Conversations also contains 
two interviews with Pulitzer Prize–winning New York Times reporter David Streitfeld. 
A revealing book, this is an essential collection for lifelong fans of García Márquez—
as well as readers who are just encountering the master’s work for the first time.

Key points and quotes
+ The only collection of interviews with Gabriel García Márquez, a famously 

charming and lively raconteur 
+ Includes not only García Márquez’s final interview but his first one as well, 

painting a remarkable portrait of an entire career
+ From literary gossip to left-wing politics, this book finds García Márquez 

expounding on every subject

Praise for Gabriel García Márquez
• “A conjurer of literary magic . . . A giant of 20th-century literature.”  

—The New York Times
• “The most popular and perhaps best writer in Spanish since Miguel de Cervantes.” 

—Carlos Fuentes

About the author and editor
GABRIEL GARCÍA MÁRQUEZ (b. 1927, Aracataca, Colombia; d. 2014, Mexico 
City, Mexico) was a Colombian novelist, short-story writer, and journalist. He was one 
of the most influential and beloved novelists of the twentieth century; his novel One 
Hundred Years of Solitude has been read by millions worldwide, and is the foremost 
example of magical realism. His other books include the novels The Autumn of the 
Patriarch, No One Writes to the Colonel, Love in the Time of Cholera, and Memories of 
My Melancholy Whores, and a memoir, Living to Tell the Tale. He received the Nobel 
Prize for Literature in 1982. 

DAVID STREITFELD  is a Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist who has covered 
books, business, and technology for The Washington Post and Los Angeles Times. He is 
currently a reporter for The New York Times, covering technology.
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PRAISE FOR THE NOVELLA SERIES

THE DEVIL  
978-0-9746078-3-2

THE MAN THAT 
CORRUPTED 
HADLEYBURG  
978-0-9761407-9-5

THE GIRL WITH THE  
GOLDEN EYES  
978-0-9766583-1-3

MICHAEL KOHLHAAS  
978-0-9761407-2-6

THE MAN WHO WOULD  
BE KING  
978-0-9761407-0-2

LADY SUSAN  
978-1-935554-35-6

THE POOR CLARE  
978-1-61219-218-5

THE DEAD  
978-0-9749609-0-6

CARMEN  
978-1-61219-226-0

FIRST LOVE  
978-0-9746078-9-4

THE ALIENIST  
978-1-61219-107-2

OROONOKO

978-1-6121932-4-3

THE NARRATIVE OF 
ARTHUR GORDON PYM 
OF NANTUCKET  
978-1-61219-222-2

THE DEATH OF IVAN 
ILYCH  
978-1-933633-54-1

ADOLPHE  
978-1-935554-09-7

HOW THE TWO IVANS 
QUARRELLED  
978-1-933633-14-5

FANFARLO  
978-1-61219-109-6

PARNASSUS ON WHEELS  
978-1-935554-11-0

THE HORLA  
978-0-9761407-4-0

THE COUNTRY OF  
THE POINTED FIRS  
978-1-935554-10-3

THE COXON FUND  
978-1-933633-42-8

STEMPENYU:  
A JEWISH ROMANCE  
978-1-933633-16-9

MAY DAY  
978-1-933633-43-5

THE ABBESS OF CASTRO

9781612193205

THE NICE OLD MAN  
AND THE PRETTY GIRL  
978-1-933633-89-3

MY LIFE  
978-0-9746078-2-5

BARTLEBY THE 
SCRIVENER  
978-0-9746078-0-1

FREYA OF THE  
SEVEN ISLES  
978-1-933633-13-8

THE HAUNTED 
BOOKSHOP  
978-1-61219-224-6

RASSELAS, PRINCE OF 
ABYSSINIA  
978-1-933633-44-2

THE AWAKENING 
978-1-935554-12-7

THE ETERNAL HUSBAND  
978-0-9761407-3-3

THE LEMOINE AFFAIR 
978-1-933633-41-1

THE NOSE

9781612193182

THE DUEL  
(ALEXANDER KUPRIN) 

978-1-935554-52-3

TALES OF BELKIN  
978-1-933633-73-2

ALEXANDER’S BRIDGE  
978-1-61219-105-8

THE LESSON OF THE 
MASTER  
978-0-9746078-4-9

MATHILDA  
978-0-9766583-7-5

THE DISTRACTED 
PREACHER  
978-1-61219-111-9

A SIMPLE HEART  
978-0-9746078-8-7

THE DIALOGUE OF THE 
DOGS  
978-1-933633-04-6

THE TOUCHSTONE  
978-0-9746078-6-3

THE ENCHANTED 
WANDERER  
978-1-61219-103-4

THE BEACH OF FALESÁ  
978-0-9761407-1-9

THE DUEL  
(JOSEPH CONRAD)  
978-1-935554-51-6

THE DUEL  
(ANTON CHEKHOV) 
978-1-935554-50-9

THE INVISIBLE MAN

9781612193229

THE LIFTED VEIL  
978-0-9766583-0-6

JACOB’S ROOM  
978-1-935554-36-3

THE DUEL  
(HEINRICH VON KLEIST)  
978-1-935554-53-0

BENITO CERENO  
978-1-933633-05-3

THE DIAMOND AS BIG  
AS THE RITZ 
978-1-61219-220-8

THE HOUND OF THE 
BASKERVILLES  
978-0-9746078-7-0

A SLEEP AND A  
FORGETTING  
978-0-9766583-8-2

THE DUEL  
(GIACOMO CASANOVA)  
978-1-935554-49-3

 “ Small wonders.“ —Time Out London

    “First-rate… astutely selected and attractively 

packaged… indisputably great works.”

—Adam Begley, The New York Observer

“Elegant-looking paperback editions . . .  

A good read in a small package.”

—The Wall Street Journal

“The novella, at long last, has found a worthy  

and consistent champion . . .”

—The Atlantic
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THE ART OF THE NOVELLA
Too short to be a novel, too long to be a short story, the novella is generally unrecognized by academics and publishers. 
Nonetheless, it is a form beloved and practiced by literature’s greatest writers. The Art of the Novella Series celebrates this 
renegade art form and its practitioners with titles that are, in many instances, presented in book form for the first time.
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MELVILLE INTERNATIONAL CRIME

BRENNER AND GOD
978-1-61219-113-3

THE BONE MAN
978-1-61219-169-0

RESURRECTION
978-1-61219-270-3

COME, SWEET DEATH!
978-1-61219-339-7

“Wolf Haas is the real deal, and his arrival  

on the American book scene is long overdue.” 

—Carl Hiaasen, author of Bad Monkey
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CUT THROAT DOG
978-1-935554-21-9

DEATH AND THE 
PENGUIN
978-1-935554-55-4

HE DIED WITH HIS 
EYES OPEN
978-1-935554-57-8

MURDER IN THE CEN-
TRAL COMMITTE
978-1-61219-036-5

KISMET
978-1-935554-23-3

PENGUIN LOST
978-1-935554-56-1

HOW THE DEAD LIVE
978-1-935554-59-2

THE ANGST-RIDDEN 
EXECUTIVE
978-1-61219-038-9

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, 
TURK!
978-1-935554-20-2

THE CASE OF THE 
GENERAL’S THUMB
978-1-61219-060-0

THE DEVIL’S HOME ON 
LEAVE
978-1-935554-58-5

THE BUENOS AIRES 
QUINTET
978-1-61219-034-1

MORE BEER
978-1-935554-43-1

NAIROBI HEAT
978-1-935554-64-6

I WAS DORA SUAREZ
978-1-935554-60-8

OFF SIDE
978-1-61219-115-7

ONE MAN, ONE  
MURDER
978-1-935554-54-7

BLACK STAR  
NAIROBI
978-1-61219-210-9

DEAD MAN UPRIGHT
978-1-61219-062-4

SOUTHERN SEAS
978-1-61219-117-1

THE CRAIGSLIST 
MURDERS
978-1-61219-019-8

MURDER IN  
MEMORIAM
978-1-61219-146-1

A VERY PROFITABLE 
WAR
978-1-61219-184-3

NAZIS IN THE METRO
978-1-61219-296-3

MELVILLE INTERNATIONAL CRIME
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T H E  N E V E R S I N K  L I B R A R Y

The Neversink Library champions books from around the world that have been overlooked, underappreciated, 
looked at askance, or foolishly ignored. They are issued in handsome, well-designed editions at reasonable prices in 

hopes of their passing from one reader to another—and further enriching our culture.

TIRA LIRA BY  
THE RIVER
BY JESSICA  
ANDERSON
978-1-612193-88-5

ZULEIKA DOBSON
BY MAX BEERBOHM
978-1-61219-292-5

A COUNTRY DOCTOR’S 
NOTEBOOK
BY MIKHAIL  
BULGAKOV
978-1-61219-190-4

REASONS OF STATE
BY ALEJO  
CARPENTIER
978-1-61219-279-6

WHERE THERE’S 
LOVE, THERE’S HATE
BY ADOLFO BIOY 
CASARES AND SILVINA 
OCAMPO
978-1-61219-150-8

THE  
AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
OF A SUPER-TRAMP
BY W. H. DAVIES
978-1-61219-022-8

THE MADONNA OF  
THE SLEEPING CARS
BY MAURICE  
DEKOBRA
978-1-61219-058-7

FUTILITY
BY WILLIAM  
GERHARDIE
978-1-61219-145-4

THE POLYGLOTS
BY WILLIAM  
GERHARDIE
978-1-61219-188-1

THE GRAVEYARD
BY MAREK HŁASKO
978-1-61219-294-9

THE ETERNAL  
PHILISTINE
BY ÖDÖN VON  
HORVÁTH
978-1-935554-47-9

THE RIGHT WAY  
TO DO WRONG
BY HARRY HOUDINI
978-1-61219-166-9

THE  
REVERBERATOR
BY HENRY JAMES
978-1-61219-156-0

AMBIGUOUS  
ADVENTURE
BY CHEIKH  
HAMIDOU KANE
978-1-61219-054-9

AFTER MIDNIGHT
BY IRMGARD KEUN
978-1-935554-41-7

THE DEVIL IN  
THE FLESH
BY RAYMOND RADIGUET
978-1-61219-056-3

THE TRAVELS AND 
SURPRISING  
ADVENTURES OF 
BARON  
MUNCHAUSEN
BY RUDOLF ERICH 
RASPE
978-1-61219-123-2

SNOWBALL’S CHANCE
BY JOHN REED
978-1-61219-125-6

THE BOOK OF KHALID
BY AMEEN RIHANI
978-1-61219-087-7

THE PRESIDENT
BY GEORGES SIMENON
978-1-935554-62-2

THE TRAIN
BY GEORGES SIMENON
978-1-935554-46-2

DEFINITELY MAYBE
BY ARKADY AND  
BORIS STRUGATSKY
978-1-61219-281-9

THE DEAD  
MOUNTAINEER’S INN
BY ARKADY AND  
BORIS STRUGATSKY
978-1-61219-432-5

GILGI
BY IRMGARD KEUN
978-1-61219-277-2

THE OASIS
BY MARY McCARTHY
978-1-61219-228-4

THE LATE  
LORD BYRON
BY DORIS LANGLEY 
MOORE

978-1-935554-48-6

FAITHFUL RUSLAN
BY GEORGI VLADIMOV
978-1-935554-67-7

MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY
BY CHARLIE CHAPLIN
978-1-61219-192-8

THE DIFFICULTY  
OF BEING
BY JEAN COCTEAU
978-1-61219-290-1

COLLEGE OF ONE
BY SHEILAH GRAHAM
978-1-61219-283-3

INSEL
BY MINA LOY
978-1-61219-353-3

I AWAIT THE  
DEVIL’S COMING
BY MARY MacLANE
978-1-61219-194-2

LETTERS OF JAMES  
AGEE TO FATHER FLYE
978-1-61219-361-8

33 DAYS
BY LÉON WERTH
978-1-61219-425-7

SPECIMEN DAYS  
AND COLLECT
BY WALT WHITMAN
978-1-612193-86-1
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ON SALE: 
MAY 12
978-1-61219-425-7
$16.00 U.S./CAN.

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

PAPERBACK

144 PAGES, 5” x 8”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-426-4

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Major feature potential on Werth 
and Saint-Exupéry’s friendship, and 
the story of the book’s aborted 
publication, loss, and rediscovery

Excerpts of Saint-Exupéry’s 
introduction and the 33 Days text  
in literary outlets

Review and feature coverage in 
literary outlets

Features and reviews in history, news, 
culture magazines and websites, and 
outlets with an interest in World War II 
and the Holocaust

Display at National Council of 
Teachers of English, ALA Midwinter, 
the Modern Language Association, 
and the Association of Writers 
and Writing Programs, Advanced 
Placement Conference

33 DAYS
A MEMOIR

LÉON WERTH
Translated by Austin Denis Johnston

Introduction by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

A rare eyewitness account by an important author about fleeing the Nazis’ 
march on Paris in 1940, featuring a never-before-published introduction by 
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Léon Werth’s legendary “lost” book was originally smuggled out of wartime France 
by his close friend Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, but for unknown reasons, 33 Days was 
never published, and the manuscript disappeared . . .

Until now. Werth’s tale of escaping Paris as the Nazis approached—in one of the 
biggest mass migrations in human history—is as vivid, poignant, and harrowing as 
the day it was written.

The story begins in June 1940, with Werth and his wife tossing their possessions 
into their car and fleeing the advancing Wehrmacht in pursuit of their son, whom 
they’d sent off earlier. Not knowing if he’s alive or dead, Werth details the attempt to 
move with any speed at all in such a massive exodus, the trading for food, the wariness 
of strangers . . . And how do you react to a soldier who approaches you smiling?

Restored to include Saint-Exupéry’s never-before-published introduction, 33 Days 
is an exhilarating and frightening journey through one of the darkest moments in 
World War II, as well as a powerful meditation on what makes us human in times of 
crisis.

Key points and quotes
+ An essential piece of literary history, long thought lost, finally seeing the light of 

day in English
+ The first English translation of any of Léon Werth’s work
+ Includes the original introduction by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, author of The 

Little Prince, which Saint-Exupéry later expanded into the acclaimed book Letters 
to a Hostage

+ The Little Prince’s dedication reads: “To Léon Werth, When he was a little boy”—33 
Days gives us the story behind this great literary friendship

About the author and translator
LÉON WERTH  (1878–1955) was a novelist, biographer, art critic, journalist, 
memoirist, and political commentator. He was the author of more than thirty works 
and was a finalist for the Goncourt Prize.

ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPÉRY  (1900–1944) was a pioneer of commercial 
aviation and flew in the Spanish Civil War and World War II. His writings include The 
Little Prince; Wind, Sand and Stars; Night Flight; Southern Mail; and Airman’s Odyssey. 

AUSTIN DENIS JOHNSTON , a former editor, spent seventeen years at Time, 
Inc., where he also supervised French and Spanish translations.
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ON SALE: 
MARCH 17
978-1-61219-432-5
$17.00 U.S./CAN.

FICTION

PAPERBACK

256 PAGES, 5” x 8”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-433-2

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Review and feature coverage in 
literary outlets

Features and reviews in sci-fi,  
literary outlets

Feature in dedicated newsletter

E-mail blast to professors who already 
teach books by the Strugatsky 
brothers

Confirmed review on NPR.org

Finished copy mailing to booksellers

THE DEAD MOUNTAINEER’S INN
ONE MORE LAST RITE FOR THE DETECTIVE GENRE

ARKADY STRUGATSKY AND BORIS STRUGATSKY
Translated by Josh Billings

Introduction by Jeff VanderMeer

A hilarious spoof on the classic country-house murder mystery, from the 
Russian masters of sci-fi—never before translated and with an introduction 
from the bestselling Jeff VanderMeer

Worn down by the censors and hungry to publish something more lighthearted than 
their usual fare, Arkady and Boris Strugatsky—the greatest science fiction writers 
of the Soviet era—decided to try their hand at a detective novel. The result was The 
Dead Mountaineer’s Inn, a hilarious and wildly off-kilter mystery finally available in 
an English translation.

When Inspector Peter Glebsky arrives at a remote ski chalet, he is quickly driven to 
annoyance by the chalet’s other vacationers, who are a nuisance, and by the avalanche, 
which cuts the inn off from civilization. Oh, and also by the dead body, which may 
not even be human! All of this can mean only one thing: vacation is over, and Glebksy 
must embark on the most unusual investigation of his career.

In this genre-bending novel, the Strugatskys gleefully upend the plot of many a 
Hercule Poirot mystery, and the result is much funnier—and much stranger—than 
anything ever written by Agatha Christie. The Dead Mountaineer’s Inn is essential 
reading for fans of Soviet science fiction and classic mystery, and for all connoisseurs 
of the weird.

Key points and quotes
+ The Strugatskys are regarded as the Russian equivalents of Isaac Asimov and Ray 

Bradbury—literary sci-fi of the highest quality, only funnier and with more vodka
+ This is the first English-language translation of The Dead Mountaineer’s Inn— 

it’s a literary event
+ Jonathan Lethem, Cory Doctorow, Ursula K. Le Guin, and Hari Kunzru are 

Strugatsky fans

Praise for Definitely Maybe
• “Definitely Maybe, further proof that knowledge can be a dangerous game, is a 

work of towering wit and intelligence.” —NPR, Best Books of 2014
• “This is definitely, not maybe, a beautiful book.” —Ursula K. Le Guin
• “Provocative, delicately paced and set against a rich physical and psychological 

background, this is one of the best novels of the year.” —Chicago Sun-Times

About the authors and translator
ARKADY  and BORIS STRUGATSKY  were the most acclaimed and beloved 
science fiction writers of the Soviet era. Their novels, short stories, essays, plays, and 
film scripts have been widely translated and published in twenty-seven countries. 
Arkady died in 1991; his brother, Boris, in 2012.

JOSH BILLINGS  is a writer and translator who lives in Rockland, Maine. His 
translations of Alexander Pushkin’s Tales of Belkin and Alexander Kuprin’s The Duel 
were published by Melville House.

JEFF VANDERMEER  is the New York Times–bestselling author of the Southern 
Reach Trilogy.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Definitely Maybe
978-1-61219-281-9
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ON SALE: 
DECEMBER 30, 
2014
978-1-61219-485-1
$16.95 U.S./CAN.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

PAPERBACK

576 PAGES, 5 1⁄4” x 8”

EBOOK: 978-1-61219-486-8

WORLD

Marketing and publicity

Continuing publicity in national 
newspapers, magazines, and websites: 
The New York Times, The Washington 
Post, Los Angeles Times, The Wall 
Street Journal, The New Yorker, Slate, 
Salon, The Huffington Post, etc.

C-SPAN Book TV event coverage

Events in NYC and Washington, D.C.

Google SEO optimization keyword ads

Twitter, Tumblr, Instagram, Facebook 
campaigns

Library e-mail blast

Academic e-mail blast 

December Melville House Library 
newsletter feature

Random House Political Science 
newsletter feature

Random House Military History 
newsletter feature

On display at ALA Midwinter and 
American Historical Association

THE SENATE INTELLIGENCE 
COMMITTEE REPORT ON TORTURE
COMMITTEE STUDY OF THE CENTRAL 
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY’S DETENTION AND 
INTERROGATION PROGRAM

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE
Foreword by Dianne Feinstein

“The most extensive review of U.S. intelligence-gathering tactics in 
generations.”             —Los Angeles Times

Meticulously formatted, this is a highly readable edition of the Senate Intelligence 
Committee’s investigation of Central Intelligence Agency interrogation and detention 
programs launched in the wake of the 9/11 attacks.

Based on over six million internal CIA documents, the report details secret 
prisons, prisoner deaths, interrogation practices, and cooperation with other foreign 
and domestic agencies. It also examines charges that the CIA deceived elected officials 
and governmental overseers about the extent and legality of its operations.

Over five years in the making, and withheld from public view since its declas-
sification in April 2014, this is the full summary report as finally released by the U.S. 
government on December 9, 2014.

Key points and quotes
+ The definitive edition of the Senate Torture Report—completely reformatted and 

reset
+ Massive media response, including articles in The New York Times, The Washington 

Post, and The New Yorker, and radio and TV coverage
+ Extraordinary support from booksellers, who continue to feature the book 

prominently

Praise for The Senate Intelligence Committee Report on Torture
   A Boston Globe bestseller
• “A high-quality version of the 500-some page report.” —John Hockenberry,  

The Takeaway/WNYC
• “The Senate Intelligence Committee’s report is a landmark in accountability . . . It 

is one of the most shocking documents ever produced by any modern democracy 
about its own abuses of its own highest principles.” —The Guardian

• “If you were wondering why it’s important that indie presses exist, HERE, THIS IS 
WHY.” —Portland Mercury

• “A watershed moment in contemporary publishing.” —Flavorwire

About the author
THE U.S.  SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE  was 
created by the U.S. Senate in 1976 as a bipartisan committee responsible for overseeing 
federal intelligence activities. It is the committee’s responsibility to “oversee and make 
continuing studies of the intelligence activities and programs of the United States 
Government,” to “submit to the Senate appropriate proposals for legislation and 
report to the Senate concerning such intelligence activities and programs,” and to 
“provide vigilant legislative oversight over the intelligence activities of the United 
States to assure that such activities are in conformity with the Constitution and laws 
of the United States.”


